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INTERACTIONS IN OPTICALLY IMPRINTED POLARITON LATTICES

by Matteo Silva

Microcavity exciton-polaritons results from the admixture of cavity photons and excitons

in the strong coupling regime. Due to their hybrid nature, polaritons are a promising

solid-state platform for both fundamental studies on light-matter interaction and appli-

cations in quantum and opto-electronics technologies. In this thesis, optically imprinted

graphs of interacting polariton condensates are proposed and demonstrated to simu-

late universal spin models whose ground state brings about the solution of a bespoken

optimisation task. The establishment, control and tailoring of a complex network of

interactions across the graphs’ nodes is an essential ingredient to map complex optimi-

sation tasks to a polariton graph. Here, a method is proposed to quantify and measure

coupling strength between a pair of polariton condensates as a function of their physi-

cal separation. Furthermore, this thesis also outlines how the coupling is influenced by

optically injecting a non-homogeneously polarised polariton graph.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last decades, the development of semiconductor technologies has begun a world-

wide revolution encompassing almost every aspect of life, i.e. medicine, sustainable en-

ergy and telecommunication. The success of semiconductors lies in the flexibility of their

properties and the development of unprecedented sophisticated growth techniques which

determines the establishment of silicon as the most widely spread material for electron-

ics components and the development of new compact, efficient and tunable light sources

and detectors based on III-V semiconductor alloys. In particular, vertical-cavity surface

emitting lasers (VCSELs) has been demonstrated to offer a cheap and low-consumption

single-mode laser source for photonics application [6].

Afterwards, the crossover from the weak to the strong coupling regime has been observed

in VCSEL-like devices due to the subsequent improvement of growth techniques [7]. In

a strong coupled microcavity, the light and matter eigenstates hybridises forming a new

bosonic quasi-particles named polaritons [8]. Due to their mixed nature, i.e. half-light

half-matter, polaritons inherit their properties from their components. In particular,

from the photonic component they inherit a very light mass which is about 10−5 times

the mass of the free electron and a finite lifetime in the range of 1 ÷ 100 ps, while

from the excitonic component the tendency to interact each other at high densities.

In particular, polaritons are expected to exhibit macroscopic quantum phenomena at

elevated temperature due to their large De Broglie wavelength. Therefore, a much effort

has been put into research polariton systems culminated in several striking achievements

as, among others, polariton condensation at cryogenic [9] and up to room temperature

[10], electrically injected invertion-less polariton laser [11], Josephson oscillations [12]

and superfluidity [13].

Recently, a new coupling mechanism has been introduced to described the phase corre-

lation between spatially separated and freely expanding polariton condensates, hereafter

referred to as polariton graphs [14]. In this context, polariton condensation is driven

into the phase configuration with the highest occupancy due to the bosonic character
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2 Chapter 1 Introduction

of the condensation phenomenon. In the work presented in this thesis, polariton graphs

are proposed and demonstrated as a platform for simulating universal spin models [2].

It is known that many intractable optimisation tasks can be mapped to analogue spin

systems with a bespoken and sufficiently complex coupling network across spins. Previ-

ous works on optically imprinted polariton graphs have demonstrated how the coupling

sign can be tuned by means of the graph geometry and/or excitation power but only in

regular structure [14, 15]. On this basis, this work also aims to present several methods

to engineer complex coupling network.

Chapter 2 begins with an introduction of the physics of microcavity exciton-polaritons

and their constituents. Afterwards, the concept of Bose-Einstein condensation is pre-

sented with emphasis to its applicability on polariton systems. Eventually, the concept of

polariton condensation is discussed alongside its experimental evidences and theoretical

description. Chapter 3 describes the experimental techniques to excite and characterise

polariton graphs in microcavities. In particular, I describe the techniques to shape the

spatial and polarisation excitation profile. The final section is dedicated to discuss the

novelty of the sample used throughout my thesis, while chapter 4 presents the first ob-

servation of polariton condensation in a strain-compensated microcavity in that sample.

In chapter 5, I address how polariton graphs can simulate the classical XY model de-

scribing both the theoretical foundation and experimental realisation. In chapter 6, I

discuss another application of polariton graphs presenting the preliminary results about

the observation of stable, irrotational, spontaneous and multiple-charged quantised vor-

tices in polariton polygons. In chapter 7, I discuss a method to measure and quantify

the coupling strength across a pair of condensates and I illustrate how polariton spin

may lead to further engineer the coupling network in a polariton graph. Eventually,

chapter 8 summaries the main conclusions of this thesis and future prospectives.



Chapter 2

Microcavity exciton-polaritons

In the first part of the chapter, the physics of microcavity (exciton-)polaritons is pre-

sented. The chapter starts from the concept of photon and exciton confinement in semi-

conductor heterostructures (sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2) and continues with the description

of two distinct regimes occurring in polariton microcavities, namely, the strong and weak

coupling regime (section 2.1.3). I conclude the section discussing polariton spin (section

2.1.3.1) and excitation and relaxation mechanism of polariton (section 2.1.4).

The second part of the chapter is dedicated to the discussion of the concept of Bose-

Einstein condensation (BEC). Firstly, I discuss the case of an ideal gas of bosons (section

2.2.1) and, afterwards, I extend the definition of standard BEC to take into account

particle interaction and non-equilibrium cases 2.2.2. Then, I conclude discussing systems

with reduced dimensionality (section 2.2.3).

In the last section, I introduce the concept of polariton condensation (section 2.3), the

experimental evidences (section 2.3.1) and its theoretical description (section 2.3.2).

2.1 Semiconductor microcavities and quantum wells

2.1.1 Cavity photons

A microcavity (MC) is an optical resonator confining light in a region whose size is of

the order of its wavelength. Depending on material and application, several structures

were developed enabling confinement in one or more dimensions with a vast variety of

choice concerning the resonator geometry [16]. For the purpose of this thesis, I focus

the discussion on Fabry-Perot resonators which is composed by two parallel mirrors

providing light confinement in one dimension. Usually, distributed Bragg reflectors

(DBRs), a sequence of layers of alternating materials, are preferred in respect to metallic

mirror because reflectivity spectrum can be tailored by changing the number of layers

3



4 Chapter 2 Microcavity exciton-polaritons

pair and the index contrast, while the central wavelength can be tuned on demand by

adjusting the optical thickness of each layer[8].

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic DBR structure and its corresponding reflectivity spectrum

calculated using the transfer matrix method. The DBR is made of 20 pairs of alternating

materials whose thickness is di = λ0/4ni with λ0 the central wavelength of the stop-band

and ni the refractive indices of the two materials.

λ0 [nm]
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(b)

. . .

Figure 2.1: (a) Refractive index profile along the growth axis of a 20 pairs DBR
centred at 858 nm. (b) Corresponding reflectivity spectrum at normal incidence
showing a stop-band around the chosen central wavelength.

A cavity layer whose thickness is multiple of λ0/2 sandwiched between two DBRs centred

at λ0 is the simplest configuration to design a planar MC as shown in Figure 2.2(a). A

λ0/2 layer can be described as a defect layer which breaks the alternating rule defining

a DBR. Therefore, in a similar fashion as a crystallography defect may create a state

inside the band structure gap, the cavity layer generates an allowed transmitted photonic

mode in the centre of the stop-band 2.2(b).

For high reflectivity structures whose residual absorption is negligible, R ∼ 1 in the

stop-band, the condition for such Fabry-Perot longitudinal mode is given as [8]

kzLc = jπ (2.1)

where Lc is the cavity length, kz is the wavevector along the growth axis and j is an

integer number. Microcavity resonator differs from conventional resonator because the

cavity length is of the order of the wavelength of the confined mode, so that a MC

is characterised by a single longitudinal mode within its whole stop-band. It is worth

noting that, contrary to metallic mirrors, the penetration depth of the cavity field inside

DBRs is not negligible. Therefore, Lc in equation 2.1 needs to be replaced by the effective
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Figure 2.2: (a) Refractive index profile along the growth axis of λ0/2 MC sand-
wiched between two 20 pairs DBRs centred at 858 nm. (b) Corresponding reflec-
tivity spectrum at normal incidence showing a dip in the centre of the stop-band
which corresponds to the cavity mode.

cavity length, Leff , which takes into account the spatial extension of the cavity field

inside both DBRs.

Equation 2.1 represents a quantisation rule for kz for a given cavity length, while the in-

plane wavevector is a continuous variable due to the continuous translational symmetry

of an ideal planar microcavity. As a consequence of the quantisation of kz the MC

photon is characterised by a parabolic dispersion at low in-plane wavevector (Eq. 2.2)

and it acquires a mass, m = ~π/cLeff , which is usually about 5 orders of magnitude

lighter than an electron.

E = ~ck = ~c
√
k2z + k2‖ ∼ ~c (kz + k2‖/2kz) (2.2)

where ~ is the reduced Planck constant and k‖ is the in-plane wave-vector of the cavity

mode.

2.1.2 Quantum well excitons

An exciton, a bound state of an electron and a hole attracted by electrostatic Coulomb

force, is a quantum of electronic excitation energy travelling in the periodic structure of

a crystal; it is electrically neutral and hence its movement through the crystal gives rise

to the transportation of energy but not charge [17]. Excitons are usually classified into

two classes: the Frenkel exciton [18] and the Wannier-Mott exciton [19, 20]. The Frenkel

exciton describes solids where the interaction between electrons from neighbouring atoms
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is small compared with the forces holding the electrons within individual atoms, resulting

in a high binging energy, up to 1 eV , and in few unit cells extention. Wannier-Mott

exciton describes the opposite behaviour and are characterised by a weak binding energy,

few meVs, and a spatial extension of tens of lattice constants. From now on, I restrict

the discussion to Wannier-Mott excitons since the work of this thesis was done on a

GaAs-based sample.

Exciton is a hydrogen-like bound state. Therefore, its binding energy, EX , and Bohr

radius, aB, can be calculated from the solution of the Schrödinger equation for an

hydrogen atom [21, 22] and they read

EX =
π2me4

4~2ε20ε2r

aB =
4πε0εr~
me2

(2.3)

where m is the reduced mass of the system, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εr is the

dielectric constant of the material and e is the electron charge. For the hydrogen atom,

where the reduced mass is the electron mass and the dielectric constant is unitary, the

binding energy and the atom size are 13.6 eV and 0.529Å. On the other hand, inorganic

semiconductor are usually characterised by a dielectric constant one order of magnitude

larger and by an exciton reduced mass one order of magnitude lower than the hydrogen

atom. Therefore, the typical binding energy is of the order of few meV , while the exciton

size spans about tens of lattice constants.

Exciton properties are dramatically modified due to quantum confinement effect when

exciton is confined in a region comparable to its diameter in bulk[23]. For the purpose of

this thesis, I discuss only the case of confinement in one direction which can be achieved

by sandwiching a low energy-gap semiconductor between two layers of a high energy-gap

one, the so-called quantum well (QW), as shown in Figure 2.3.

The energy-gap alignment of such heterostructure enables to confined both electrons

and holes in the central layer which acts as a 1D potential well along the growth axis.

By standard quantum mechanics calculation, it can be shown that the 1D confinement

leads to (1) a renormalised energy-gap of the QW material, (2) a quantisation of the

exciton motion along the growth axis, (3) an increase of the exciton binding energy and

(4) a reduction of its Bohr radius mainly depending on QW thickness [8], as it is shown
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Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of the bulk valence and conduction band
(VB and CB) along the growth axis of a GaAs QW embedded between two
Al0.3Ga0.7 bulk layers. Since the qwerty CB (VB) lies below (above) the cor-
responding band of the high energy-gap material, both electrons and holes can
be trapped in the QW layer.

in equation 2.4 for the case of a barrier of infinite height.

E2D
gap = Egap + EC − E2D

X

EC =
~2π2

2mL2

kzL = jπ

E2D
X = 4EX

a2DB =
aB
2

(2.4)

where Egap is the energy-gap of the bulk material, E2D
gap is the energy-gap of the corre-

sponding QW, EC is the quantum confinement energy, E2D
X and a2DB are the QW exciton

binding energy and Bohr radius, kz is the exciton wavevector along the growth axis, j

is a positive integer and L is the QW thickness.

It is worth noticing that the QW exciton dispersion in the QW plane remains parabolic

and that light and heavy QW excitons are no longer degenerate at k‖ = 0 in a QW as

the confinement energy depends on the reduced mass of the exciton.

In essence, exciton’s constituents in a QW are closer together than in bulk semicon-

ductor due to quantum confinement effect and, therefore, their attractive interaction is

enhanced. The exciton effect in bulk inorganic semiconductor at room temperature is

usually small because excitons are mainly dissociated as the thermal energy, ET = kbT

with kb the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature, is greater than the ex-

citon binding energy, EX . On the other hand, excitonic effects are enhanced in QW and
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can be observed also at room temperature, whereas they are usually observed only at low

temperatures in bulk semiconductors [24]. Furthermore, due to the spatial compression

of an exciton in a QW, its oscillator strength, which is a measure of the probability and

emission of photons, is well known to be greatly increased in QW excitons compared to

bulk excitons [25, 26].

In a more realistic model, the Shcrödinger equation should be solved for the case of a

particle confined in a finite potential well. The main difference between the two models is

represented by the fact that, while in a infinite well the walls are impenetrable, in other

words the wavefunction is zero outside the well material, in a finite well the wavefunction

decays exponentially in the barriers. As a consequence, the number of bound-states is

limited and their energies are smaller than those of the infinite well [23]. However, both

models qualitatively agree on the consequences of the quantum confinement previously

discussed.

As excitons are composite of two fermions, a natural question arises whether they can be

treated as bosons and under which conditions. Accordingly to the second quantisation

formalism, excitons are true bosons when their creation and annihilation operators,

X(k‖) and X†(k‖), satisfy the relation

[X(k‖),X
†(k′‖)] = δ(k‖ − k′‖)) (2.5)

It can be shown that [X(0), X†(0)] = 1−O
(
nX(a2DB )2

)
where nX is the exciton density

[8]. Therefore, excitons can be safely treated as true boson in the limit nX(a2DB )2 � 1.

2.1.3 Polaritons

A polariton is a quasi-particle describing the strong coupling between a light excitation

and a matter one. Here after, I refer to the bosonic quasi-particles from the strong

coupling MC photons and QW excitons as polaritons. Due to their mixed nature, i.e.

half-light half-matter, polaritons inherit properties from both components. In particular,

from the photonic component they inherit a very light mass which is about 10−5 times the

mass of the free electron (table 2.1), while from the excitonic component the tendency to

interact each other at high densities. As I will discuss in section 2.1.3.1, polaritons carry

an integer spin which is also determined by their constituents. Due to conservation laws,

polaritons properties are experimentally easily accessible with well established optical

techniques by measuring the photons leaking outside the MC. Another advantage of

polaritons is that, contrary to QW excitons, they are almost unaffected by QW disorder

in realistic systems [27].

The most common structure to study polariton is made of a MC with embedded QWs.

Usually, QWs are placed at the antinodes of the cavity field to maximise the light-matter

coupling [28], as shown in figure 2.4.
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Table 2.1: Physical properties of the polaritons compared with excitons and
atomic gases as reported in reference [28]. Here, m0 is the free electron mass.

System Effective mass [m0] Bohr radius [Å] Lifetime

Polaritons 10−5 102 1÷ 100 ps
Excitons 10−1 102 1ns

Atomic gases 103 10−1 1 s
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Figure 2.4: (a) Refractive index profile along the growth axis of λ0 MC sand-
wiched between two 20 pairs DBRs centred at 858 nm. A WQ is placed at
the centre of the structure whose exciton energy is resonant with the cavity
field. (b) Corresponding reflectivity spectrum in the strong coupling regime at
normal incidence showing a doubled peak centred around of the chosen central
wavelength.

By tuning the growth conditions, the energies of the photonic and excitonic modes can

be set close to resonance to obtain a significant interaction between the two modes [29].

The interaction is physically originated to the first order by the coupling between the

exciton dipole moment, d, and the cavity field, E, and it is characterised by an energy

transfer of E = d ·E. The system is said to be in the strong coupling regime when the

energy exchange rate, Ω = E/~, is faster than the decay rates of both modes, γX and

γc [30]. In this regime, the spontaneous emission process becomes reversible, in other

words photons are absorbed and emitted by the excitons several times before leaving

the cavity, resulting in a coherent oscillation of the excitation energy between the two

modes as described in the Rabi model. The observation of two modes split around the

exciton resonance is universally recognised as the fingerprint of such regime and their

energy separation, the so-called vacuum Rabi splitting, evaluates the strength of the

light-matter coupling in the system, as shown in figure 2.4. The Rabi splitting defines
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each polariton system and, depending on the material, it ranges from a few meV in

GaAs structures to tens/hundreds of meV in high band-gap semiconductor, i.e. GaN,

ZnO and organic materials.

The Rabi splitting in this type of structure was first observed in the reflectivity spectrum

of a high-quality GaAs-based structure by Weisbuch and co-authors [7]. In their work,

the authors enlightened that the Rabi splitting appears simultaneously with an anti-

crossing behaviour of the polariton modes, as shown in figure 2.5, when the cavity mode

is scanned across the exciton resonance.

Figure 2.5: Left: Experimental reflectivity at different detuning showing the
resonance mode splitting at the resonant energy of 1.605 eV . Right: Reflectivity
peak energies as a function of the detuning showing the anti-crossing behaviour
of the two polariton modes. Figures taken from reference [7]

Within the framework of the second quantisation, the Hamiltonian for uncoupled exci-

tons and photons neglecting decay terms reads

Hfree =
∑
k‖

Ex(k‖)Xk‖X
†
k‖

+
∑
k‖

Ec(k‖)Ck‖C
†
k‖

(2.6)

where Ec(k‖), EX(k‖) are the photon and exciton energy respectively, Ck‖ , Xk‖ (C†k‖ ,

X†k‖) are the annihilation (creator) operators for cavity photons and excitons respectively.

In this representation, the interaction Hamiltonian is

Hint =
∑
k‖

~Ω
(
X†k‖Ck‖ +Xk‖C

†
k‖

)
(2.7)
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For a given k‖, the new eigenenergies and eigenstates of the system, the so-called lower

polariton (LP) and upper polariton (UP), are calculated by diagonalisation of the full

Hamiltonian, Hfull = Hfree +Hint:

EUP,LP (k‖) =
1

2

(
Ec(k‖) + Ex(k‖)±

√
(Ec(k‖)− Ex(k‖))2 + 4~2Ω2

)
|LP 〉 = ck‖ |Ck‖〉 − χk‖ |Xk‖〉

|UP 〉 = χk‖ |Ck‖〉+ ck‖ |Xk‖〉

|ck‖ |
2 =

EUP (k‖)EX(k‖)− ELP (k‖)EC(k‖)

(EC(k‖) + EX(k‖))
√

(EC(k‖)− EX(k‖))2 + 4~2Ω2

|χk‖ |
2 =

EUP (k‖)EC(k‖)− ELP (k‖)EX(k‖)

(EC(k‖) + EX(k‖))
√

(EC(k‖)− EX(k‖))2 + 4~2Ω2

(2.8)

where |LP 〉 and |UP 〉 are the eigenstates of the coupled system, ELP (k‖) and EUP (k‖)

are the corresponding energies. The coefficients ck‖ and χk‖ represents the Hopfield

coefficients [31] and satisfy the normalisation condition c2k‖ + χ2
k‖

= 1. Moreover, their

squared norms represents the photonic and excitonic fraction of each polariton mode.

For a fix detuning, δ = Ec(0) − EX(0), equation 2.8 enables to calculate both the

dispersion relation and the Hopfield coefficients for the LP and UP polariton branches,

as shown in figure 2.6.

Taking into account the photon decay rate, γc, and the non-radiative broadening of the

exciton, γX , equation 2.8 becomes [32]:

EUP,LP =
1

2

(
Ec + Ex − i~(γX + γc)±

√
(Ec − Ex − i~(γX − γc))2 + 4~2Ω2

)
(2.9)

At zero detuning, the square root is purely imaginary when 2Ω > γc − γX which means

that the system is in the so-called weak-coupling regime where exciton and photon

energies remain unperturbed and the decay rates are enhanced.

2.1.3.1 Polariton spin

Polaritons are bosons in the low density regime and, as such, have an integer spin which

is determined by its constituents, the QW exciton and the MC photon. In the same way,

exciton spin is determined by its building blocks. In zinc-blend crystals such as AlGaAs

and CdTe, electrons in the conduction band have S-symmetry (l = 0 and s = 1/2),

while the the holes in the valence band have P-symmetry therefore featuring a six-fold

degeneracy (l = 1 and s = 1/2). The spin-orbit interaction partially removes this

degeneracy leading to the formation of 3 two-fold degenerate bands: the spin-split-off

band (J = 1/2), the heavy and light hole band (J = 3/2). In bulk, the light and heavy

hole bands are degenerate at the Γ point, but this degeneracy is removed in confined
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Figure 2.6: Top: Lower polariton (pink), upper polariton (green), exciton (blue)
and photon (red) dispersion for negative (left), zero (centre) and positive (right)
detuning. Bottom: corresponding Hopfield coefficients.

systems such as QWs due to the confinement energy (equation 2.4), as shown in figure

2.7. QW Excitons are thus composite bosons with spin of ±1 or ±2. Since photons

carry an angular momentum of 1 with only two projection ±1, excitons with spin ±2

do not couple to light, while, excitons with spin of ±1 can recombine emitting a photon

of equal spin corresponding to a left or right circular polarisation. On this basis, the

first excitonic states are called dark states, while the second ones are called bright states.

Nevertheless, dark excitons are created whenever electrons and holes are optically excited

due to spin-flip processes and their presence has a significant role in interactions with

other excitons and polaritons.

2.1.4 Excitation and relaxation mechanisms

Polariton can be excited either resonantly or non-resonantly. The first case corresponds

to the direct injection of polariton into the system without any intermediate process. As

such, excitation energy and direction have to be properly tuned due to conservation laws.

Resonant excitation scheme has the advantages to imprint polariton with the desired

features and to strongly suppress the density of the exciton reservoir, but, on the other

hand, polariton BEC cannot be conclusively observed under resonant excitation because
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Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of electron’s and hole’s spin degeneracy
in zinc-blend semiconductor crystals without spin-orbit coupling (a), with spin-
orbit coupling (b) and with confinement potential (c). QW excitons formed
by an electron and a hole of antiparallel (parallel) has Jz = ±1(2). Due to
conservation laws, only excitons with Jz = ±1 couple to circular polarised light
forming the so-called bright states, while exciton with Jz = ±2 populate the
optically inactive dark states.

it is not clear if the observed coherence is inherited from the excitation laser or a result

of BEC.

Non-resonant excitation is realised by tuning the laser at the first minimum above the

stop-band to efficiently couple light inside the MC, as shown in figure 3.10(b). This

corresponds to the formation of a hot electron-hole plasma which then relax in energy

to populate the polariton dispersion, as shown in figure 2.8. The relaxation process can

be described in the following steps:

1. The excitation laser creates a hot electron-hole plasma in the MC and QWs above

their energy gap, usually ∼ 100meV above;

2. The energy excess is transferred to the host lattice via scattering events with

the emission of longitudinal optical phonons (< 1ps) followed by slower (∼ 1ns)

acoustic phonon relaxation into high momentum exciton forming the so-called

exciton reservoir. These excitons do not couple to light because their wavevector

is larger than the light wavevector in the medium [33];

3. The exciton reservoir relax in energy to the high wavevector polariton dispersion

through the emission of acoustic phonos. During this process, dark exciton states

are also populated via spin-flip processes [34];
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Figure 2.8: a) Schematically representation of the relaxation process under reso-
nant (big blue arrow) and non-resonant (big red arrows) pumping scheme. High-
energy excitons, generated by the pump laser, cool down via phonon emission
(small blue arrows) towards the LP dispersion and accumulate in the bottleneck
region (black clouds). At sufficient high density exciton-polaritons scatter into
the condensate (orange cloud) via stimulated scattering. The image has been
taken from reference [35].

When hot excitons enters the light cone, polariton are formed and they accumulate in a

region of finite wavevector, an effect known as bottleneck effect [36], because the acous-

tic phonon-mediated process becomes more and more inefficient due to the steepness of

the dispersion relation. Indeed, as polaritons relax in energy, they becomes lighter and

lighter and their lifetime strongly reduces to few ps [35] as their photonic component in-

creases, as shown in figure 2.6. However, at a sufficiently dense population of polaritons,

polariton can overcome the bottleneck region by stimulated pair scattering [35]. In this

process, two polariton of wavevector k‖,1 and k‖,2 scatter and result in one polariton at

k‖,0 = 0 and another one at k‖,3 = k‖,1 + k‖,2. Obviously, the corresponding scattering

rate, W , is proportional to the population of the two initial states and, in addition, it is

proportional to the final state occupancy due to the bosonic nature of LP:

Wk‖,1,k‖,2→k‖,0,k‖,3 ∝ N1N2(N0 + 1)(N3 + 1) δ(E1 + E2 − E0 − E3) (2.10)

where Ei, Ni are respectively the energies and the populations of the corresponding i-th

state with wavevector k‖,i, the delta function implies energy conservation and the +1

terms represents the spontaneous scattering processes. Similarly to stimulated emis-

sion in conventional laser, stimulated scattering process is a phase coherent process [35].

Therefore, once the scattering rate into the ground state exceeds the decay rate, the stim-

ulated scattering processes lead to the formation of a coherent macroscopic population of
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the ground state [9]. Furthermore, the reverse of the process described in equation 2.10

is inhibited by the fast and efficient relaxation process of the high-wavevector excitons

though phonon emission. As a consequence, it prevents the exciton reservoir to gain

any net heat and it acts as a thermal lock in close analogy to the concept of population

inversion of a conventional laser.

It is worth mentioning that, contrary to the resonant case, non-resonantly excited po-

lariton have undergone many dephasing scattering events. Therefore, the observation of

a macroscopic coherent state cannot be a reminiscence of the laser phase but it must be

a signature of a phase transition showing spontaneous symmetry breaking.

All the experiments reported in this thesis have been realised under non resonant exci-

tation.

2.2 Bose-Einstein condensation

In 1924, Bose and Einstein predicted a new state of matter, the so-called Bose-Einstein

condensate (BEC) characterised by a macroscopic occupation of the ground state of a

bosonic system [37, 38]. BEC was experimentally demonstrated for the first time in 1995

using atomic gases of rubidium [39], sodium [40] and lithium [41] at temperature of the

order of nanokelvin. In this prospect, bosonic quasi-particles in solid-state systems (i.e.

excitons [42] and polaritons [10, 43–48]) occupy a privileged position due to their lighter

mass (table 2.1) which enables the observation of condensation using at most standard

cryogenic cooling techniques.

2.2.1 Ideal gas of bosons

Particles are divided in bosons and fermions which obey, respectively, Bose-Einstein

(BE) and Fermi-Dirac (FD) distribution function

n(E) =
gE

e
E(k)−µ
kbT ± 1

(2.11)

where gE is the state degeneracy, µ is the chemical potential1, T the absolute tempera-

ture, kb the Boltzmann constant, E(k) is the energy dispersion and the minus (plus) sign

is for bosonic (fermionic) particles. The distribution function has to be non-negative.

Therefore, the chemical potential in a bosonic system is bounded by the ground state

energy, µ ≤ E0.

1The chemical potential can be calculated from the Helmholtz free energy Φ as µ =
(
∂Φ
∂N

)
V,T

and

represents the energy required to add/subtract a particle to a system at constant temperature, T , and
volume, V .
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The particle density of an ideal 3D gas, n, can be then calculated in the thermodynamic

limit as

n = lim
V→∞

∑
k n(E)

V
= n0 + ne = n0 +

2.612

λ3dB
λdB =

√
2π~2
mkbT

(2.12)

where n0 is the density of the ground state, ne is the density of the excited states and

λdB is de Broglie wavelength. The density of the excited states is upper bounded by

the system temperature. Therefore, a macroscopic occupation of the ground state is

required to satisfy equation 2.12 when the system is cooled below a critical temperature,

Tc:

Tc = 3.31
~2

kbm
n2/3 (2.13)

Alternatively, a particle in a gas is described by a wave packet of spatial extension of

λdB. By cooling the system, λdB becomes of the order of the inter-particle distance,

d, so that the wavefunctions of neighbouring atoms overlap forming an extended state

with a common wavefunction [49]. On the other hand, the system enters the classical

regime at high temperatures where the quantum nature of particles and the overlap

of their wavefunctions become negligible. Indeed, in the high temperatures regime, the

distribution functions of both fermions and bosons (equation 2.11) approach the classical

Maxwell-Boltzmann one.

2.2.2 Beyond standard BEC

In the previous section, I discussed the concept of BEC for an ensemble of free particles

at thermal equilibrium, but it cannot grasp the complete picture of real physical sys-

tems, usually characterised by non-vanishing interactions. Therefore, a more inclusive

definition is required which is the topic of this section.

In 1956, Penrose and Onsager extended the criterium to observe BEC to interacting par-

ticles [50] and it requires that a finite fraction of particles occupy a single-particle quan-

tum state, ψm. Alternatively, the appearance of off-diagonal long range order (ODLRO)

at distances greater than λdB is a smoking gun of BEC. As ψm is not required to be

neither the ground state nor unique, this criterium represents a generalisation of the

BEC criterium for an ideal gas as well. In general, the system is named simple BEC

when only one single-particle state is macroscopically occupied, otherwise fragmented

BEC. However, I will neglect the fragmented BEC because polaritons are characterised

by a strong repulsive inter-particle interaction which prevents fragmentation favouring

simple BEC [51]. Since off-diagonal elements have no classical analogue, the ODLRO is

a purely quantum effect and it is responsible for preserving the memory of the quantum

phase over macroscopic distances [52]. The built up of ODLRO manifests itself in the

first order spatial coherence function, g1(r1, t1; r2, t2), that is experimentally accessible
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by means of interferometric measurements:

g1(r1, t1; r2, t2) =
〈E∗(r1, t1)E(r2, t2)〉√
〈|E(r1, t1)|2〉 〈|E(r2, t2)|2〉

(2.14)

where g1 evaluates the coherence of an electromagnetic field and it ranges from 1 for a

fully coherent source to 0 for a complete incoherent one.

2.2.3 2D systems, superfluidity and vorticity

An ideal gas at thermal equilibrium in an infinite and uniform 2D system does not

undergo BEC because excited states does not saturates at any finite temperature [53, 54].

Furthermore, the result can be extended to the case of interacting particles. Similarly,

it was shown that long-range order (LRO) cannot appear in 2D systems due to long-

wavelength thermal fluctuations [55–58]. Remarkably, BEC phase transition is restored

in 2D ideal gas trapped with a power-law potential because excitation momentum is

lower bounded resulting in a reduction of phase fluctuations [59]. Furthermore, phase

fluctuations vanish for a trapped interactive 2D gas [60].

Nevertheless, a weakly interacting 2D Bose gas is predicted to exhibit a superfluid phase

transition at a finite temperature, TBKT [58, 61]. Above TBKT , the density of the su-

perfluid component vanishes and local condensation takes place but, thermally excited

free vortices prevent the formation of LRO, i.e. the correlation function decays exponen-

tially with the distance. Below TBKT , vortices organise in pairs with net zero topological

charge for stability reason. As a result, different local condensation islands connect and

the system exhibits quasi-LRO, i.e. the correlation function shows a power-law decay as

a function of the distance.

It is worth mentioning that the superfluid phase is a peculiarity of interacting bosonic

systems because free particles are characterised by a parabolic dispersion which cannot

satisfy the Landau criterium for superfluidity [62]:

vs < vcr = min

(
E(p)

p

)
←→ superfluidity (2.15)

where vs is the fluid velocity with respect to a stationary object. If the fluid velocity

is slower than the critical velocity, vcr, it cannot dissipate energy, E(p), and, therefore,

it flows without any dissipation. Free particles cannot be superfluid as the critical

velocity vanishes for a parabolic dispersion. However, a repulsive interaction leads to

a linearisation of the dispersion at low momenta according to Bogoliubov theory [63].

Therefore, the critical velocity is finite, vcr =
√
n0U(0)/m where n0 is the condensate

density and U(0) is the Fourier transform of the interaction potential evaluated at zero

momentum.
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The term superfluidity refers to a frictionless flow of a liquid and it was observed for

the first time in liquid 4He by Kapitza [64] and Allen [65]. A few months after, the

connection between superfluidity and BEC was proposed by London [66], but it remained

speculative and controversial for many years. In fact, Landau proposed a two fluids

model to describe 4He superfluidity without any reference to BEC [62]. However, even

though this relation has been later experimentally confirmed, fundamental questions

still remain concerning the occupancy of the ground state. In particular, due to the

strong inter-atoms interaction, the ground state occupancy does not exceed 10% even

at temperature where it is predicted to reach almost 100% [67].

It can be shown that the velocity associated to the BEC motion reads [68]:

v(r, t) =
~
m
∇φ(r, t) (2.16)

where φ(r, t) is the condensate phase. This velocity, being the gradient of a scalar

function, is irrotational and, consequently, cannot be dissipative. Therefore, the BEC

motion is superfluid in any region in which the BEC wavefunction does not vanish.

Furthermore, the circulation calculated around a point characterised by a zero BEC

density results quantised and reads:∮
C

v · dl = 2πn
~
m

(2.17)

where C is a close loop around the zero density point and n is an integer number. Hence,

if n is not zero, the superfluid shows a density dip with a phase winding of 2πn around

it. Such circulation is called quantised vortex and n is referred to as topological charge

of the vortex.

After the first observation of polariton BEC, the community has focused on the fluidic

nature of polariton BEC and several effects expected in the superfluid regime have been

documented, i.e. the dispersion linearisation, the suppression of the Rayleigh scattering

and collective dynamic behaviour [13, 69, 70]. Furthermore, being a hallmark of super-

fluidity, great attention has been dedicated to the observation of quantised vortices in

polariton BEC [71–73], to their formation either by polariton turbulent flow [74] or by

engineering the excitation source [75–78].

In chapter 6, I will discuss preliminary results on how vortices of arbitrary multiplicity

can be imprinted in a polariton system under non-resonant excitation.

2.3 Polariton condensate

The term polariton condensate is used as a broader term to encompass both polariton

BEC and polariton laser which are both characterised by the appearance of spontaneous
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coherence once the polariton density crosses a threshold [79].

The concept of polariton laser was introduced by Imamoglu in 1996 who proposed to

realise an inversion-less laser based on polaritons [80]. A polariton laser is a coherent

source of radiation driven by stimulated scattering of polaritons towards a condensate

which leaks out of the microcavity by spontaneously emitting coherent photons. As

such, it was a dual-sided concept: a new laser source and an example of BEC in a solid

state system.

A conventional BEC exists in a thermal equilibrium system, where the particle lifetime

is much longer than the relaxation time [35]. Therefore, a polariton condensate is in

thermal equilibrium with its host lattice only in some limited experimental conditions

[81, 82]. Due to its intrinsic non-equilibrium nature, a polariton condensate may be

thought as a laser system. Furthermore, on a device perspective, its structure is ex-

actly the same as a VCSEL and the output is coherent, monochromatic and directional.

However, fundamental differences exist between polariton condensates and conventional

lasers, namely no population inversion is required, the driven process is bosonic stimu-

lated scattering and the system is in the strong coupling regime.

Personally, I agree with the terminology polariton condensate because the laser acronym

explicitly refers to stimulated emission and because the experimental conditions to

achieve thermal equilibrium of a polariton condensate are currently too limiting and

do not include most of the measurements of this thesis, namely negative detuning.

Beyond the nomenclature controversy, polariton condensation refers to a unique case

which differs from conventional BEC and lasers. In particular, they benefit by ultra-

low operation power, the continuous optical read-out, a wide range of material choice,

operation temperature up to room temperature and even the potentiality for electrical

injection utilising the well-developed semiconductor technology. As such, they represent

a unique and fascinating system not only for fundamental aspects, i.e. BKT theory and

out of equilibrium system, but also for practical purposes, i.e. ultra-low consumption

lasers and quantum technology devices.

2.3.1 Experimental evidence

According to equation 2.13, condensation can be induced either by cooling at constant

density or by increasing the density at constant temperature. Polariton condensate is

usually observed using the latter method as the density of polariton is easily controlled

via the injection power. Indeed, the first accepted proof of polariton condensation

was achieved in 2006 with the observation of a power-driven phase transition from an

incoherent state to a macroscopically coherent one [9]. When the excitation power

crosses a threshold value, polariton condensate manifests itself by a non linear increase

in the emission, a spectral narrowing, long-range spatial coherence and a stochastic
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vector polarisation. Furthermore, the observation of a population density following

Bose-Einstein distribution represents the smoking gun of the phase transition. However,

the latter proof is still challenging due to the inter-particles interaction and the non-

equilibrium nature of conventional samples.

2.3.2 Theoretical description of polariton condensates

Polariton condensate is a phase transition characterised by a macroscopic occupation of

a single quantum state. Therefore, all particles within the condensate can be described

by a single macroscopic wavefunction, ψ(r, t), which represents the order parameter of

the phase transition. We numerically model the evolution of the order parameter using

the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation and a rate equation for the exciton reservoir

[83, 84]:

i~
∂ψ

∂t
=

[
− ~2

2m∗
(1− iζ)∆ + g|ψ|2 + ~grnr +

i~
2

(Rrnr − γ)

]
ψ

∂nr
∂t

= P − (γr +Rr|ψ|2)nr
(2.18)

where ψ is the condensate wavefunction, m∗ is the LP mass, γ is a momentum-independent

loss rate, nr is the density of the exciton reservoir, Rr is the scattering rate from the

reservoir into the condensate, P is the excitation profile and γR is the reservoir loss

rate. Interaction within the condensed state and between the condensed particles and

the reservoir are modelled by the interaction constants g and gR, respectively, while the

process of relaxation is characterised by ζ [85].

Nowadays, the pumping profile can be almost arbitrary shaped in both shape and/or

time using a combination of a multi-beam approach, metallic masks, permanent or

programmable diffractive optical elements. For the purpose of this thesis, I am interested

in pumping profiles made of several 2D radially symmetric Gaussians arranged in a

graph, P (r) =
∑N

i=1 exp(−2|r− ri|2/σ2) where ri is the location of the i-th Gaussian.

This excitation geometry may lead to the formation of either a trapped condensate

or phase-locked freely-expanding ones depending on the relative distances between the

pumping nodes [15]. For the purpose of this thesis, I restrict the discussion to the latter

case where polariton condensation occurs on top of each Gaussian profile. Therefore, it

is worth to discuss the case of a single Gaussian condensate as the spectral shape of the

emission are strongly affected by the pumping strength and geometry, combined with

a polariton lifetime. In particular, reference [86] discusses two different spot sizes both

twice the threshold power, as shown in figure 2.9:

• σ ∼ 20µm: the dispersion image reveals a single peak centred at zero momentum

and the emission energy is blue-shifted respect to the linear LP dispersion as a

consequence of the repulsive interaction with the exciton reservoir;
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• σ ∼ 1µm: the dispersion image reveals two narrow peaks at finite momentum,

±kc which fits on the linear LP dispersion. Similarly to the previous case, the

exciton density behaves like a static potential hill whose top is populated by the

polariton condensate. As such, condensed polaritons start to descent the potential

hill accelerating as long as they do not leak out of the cavity. The process of

converting potential energy into kinetic can either be complete or partial depending

on both polariton lifetime and the extension of the potential.
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Figure 2.9: Dispersion image at p = 2Pth for a Gaussian excitation profile with
σ = 20µm (a) and σ = 1µm (b). Image adapted from reference [86].

In this thesis, I always operate in the second regime, above the trapping criticality

and with distances which are usually greater than the spatial extension of the exciton

reservoir associated to each graph node. In such configuration, each condensate freely

radially expands and these radial flows act as a mutual and coherent resonant exchange of

polaritons with its neighbour condensates. As a result, a complex network of couplings is

established which is defined and tunabled by the geometry, polarisation and amplitude

distribution of the pumping profile. Eventually, the condensates locked their relative

phases in order to maximise the density of polariton [14].
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Figure 2.10: Top: Scheme of the ballistic transport of polaritons from the left
condensate accelerate and move away from the condensate region (a), propagate
at constant velocity (b) and decelerate (c) resonantly feeding the condensate on
the right. Arrows show how polaritons’ phase evolves in the motion. Bottom:
Corresponding schematic representation of the spatially filtered dispersion and
polariton energy-momentum state.
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Figure 2.10 shows a schematic representation of the phase coupling across two equally

pumped co-polarised polariton condensate where the symmetry of the system constraints

the relative phase has to be either zero or π. Naively, the system adjusts the relative

phase so that ballistically exchanged polaritons are in-phase with the locally excited

one. A more detailed study on the phase coupling and its physical origin is discussed in

chapter 7.



Chapter 3

Experimental methods and

sample

3.1 Real- and Fourier-space imaging

Microcavity polaritons are open dissipative systems which require continuous pumping

to balance the loss of polaritons throught photons leaking out of the microcavity. Due

to conservation laws, all properties of leaked photons are mapped one-to-one to the

properties of the decayed polaritons, i.e. phase, energy, momentum and spin. Therefore,

the leaked photons provide a continuous optical readout of the polaritons properties. A

common scheme to study polariton microcavities is to build up a setup that allows to

measure both the near- and the far-field of the photons leaking out of the sample. The

near-field corresponds to the real space intensity map of the sample surface, while the

far-field corresponds to the angular distribution of the photons leaked out of the sample.

A schematic setup for both real- and Fourier-space imaging is shown in Figure 3.1.

In real-space imaging, the light from the sample plane is collected and collimated using an

infinite-corrected microscope objective, L1, and focused on a charge-couple camera by a

plano-convex lens, L2, to produce a magnified real space image as shown in Figure 3.1(a).

Since the amount of photons emitted is proportional to the number of polaritons, the

real-space image corresponds to a map of polariton spatial density. By adding an extra

plano-convex lens, L3, in the optical path as shown in Figure 3.1(b), the Fourier-space

image is projected onto the focal plane of L2. Each point in the Fourier-space is given

by the superposition of photons in the object plane propagating along a given direction

(θ, φ), where θ is the emission angle with respect to the normal to the object plane and

φ is the azimuthal angle. Polariton in-plane wave vector is defined by k‖ = k0 sin θ, with

k0 = 2π/λ0 and λ0 being the emission wavelength. Therefore, the Fourier-space image

corresponds to a map of the polariton wave vector. The numerical aperture (NA) of

L1 determines the maximum propagation angle collected, θmax = sin−1(NA/n), where

23
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n is the refractive index of the medium where L1 is immersed. Either a camera or the

entrance of a spectrometer coupled to a camera is usually positioned at the focal plane

of L2. The latter configuration allows to energy resolve both real- and Fourier-space

and, for instance, to directly image polariton dispersion as shown in Figure 4.1(b). It

is worth mentioning that the lens configurations of Figure 3.1 can be combined in a

modular fashion in order to image the real- and Fourier-space, to spatially filter them

and to energy resolved them using a monochromator.

L1 L2

O I

θmax

F

f1 f1 f2

L1 L2

O F’F

f1 f1 f2

L3

f3 f3

I

Figure 3.1: (Top) Setup scheme to measure the real-space emission: two lenses,
L1 and L2, are used to project the image in the object plane, O, onto the image
plane, I, with a magnification of −f2/f1, where fi are the focal distances of
the two lenses. In particular, only the light emitted within a cone dined by
the NA of the first lens, θ < θmax = sin−1(NA/n). Note that L1 generates the
Fourier-space image of O in the plane F . (Bottom) Setup scheme to measure the
Fourier-space emission: an extra lens, L3, is added in respect to the real-space
imaging configuration. As a result, the object image in O is projected onto the
focal plane of L3 with a magnification of −f3/f1 and its Fourier-space image, F ,
is projected onto the focal plane of L2 with a magnification of −f3/f2, where f3
is the focal distance of L3. Each point in the Fourier-space corresponds to the
light emitted in O in specific direction as it is illustrated in the bottom figure
using a ray-optic approach.
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3.1.1 Filtering

Using one of the schemes presented in Figure 3.1, the real- or the Fourier-space is pro-

jected onto the focal plane of L2 where the emission can be filtered using a transparency

mask as shown in Figure 3.2. The mask transmission, T (x, y), is defined as 1 for the

region of interest and 0 elsewhere. The most typical masks are the entrance slit of the

monochromator (Eq. 3.1a), an iris or a pinhole (Eq. 3.1b).

T (x, y) =

1 |x− xo| < w/2

0 |x− xo| > w/2
(3.1a)

T (x, y) =

1 (x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2 < r2

0 (x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2 > r2
(3.1b)

where x0 and y0 are the coordinates of the center of the mask in respect to the image,

w is the width of the slit of the monochromator and r is the radial aperture of an iris

or pinhole. A pinhole is characterized by a fixed r, while the iris aperture can be tuned

on demand.

f2 f4 f5

L5L4L2

mask
I I ′

Figure 3.2: An image is reproduced in the focal plane of L2 (image plane I).
A region of interest is selected by inserting a mask whose transmission is 1 or
0 corresponding respectively to the white and grey squares in the figure. The
spatially filtered image is then collected and projected onto the image plane I ′

using two lenses L4 and L5, usually coupled to a camera.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Calibrations

In order to calibrate the real-space setup, a target with known dimensions is used and

placed in the object plane in Figure 3.1. The target is a Thorlabs positive 1951 USAF

test target Ø1” model R1DS1P which consist of sets of lines. Each set consists of three

vertical and three horizontal opaque lines where the line spacing is equal to the opaque
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lines width. Each set it is characterized by a group and an element number, (g, e), which

determine its line pair density, n = 2g+(e−1)/6linepair/mm. Using the lens configuration

of Figure 3.1(a) and illuminating with a white light source the target from the back,

the target can be projected onto the camera as shown in Figure 3.3(a). The number of

pixel corresponding to a line pair, ∆x[pixel], is equivalent to the actual physical size of

the line pair, ∆x[mm] = n−1 resulting in a scaling factor of 0.35µm/pixel. The same

procedure applies to both vertical and horizontal dimension allowing to calibrate two

axis independently.

Removing the target and switching to the lens configuration of Figure 3.1(b), the Fourier

space under white-light illumination is projected onto the camera and, as the white light

source emits in all directions, it consists of a circular illuminated region characterized by

a sharp edge as shown in Figure 3.3(b). Since only light propagating within θmax can be

collected by L1, the edge points and the centre of the illuminated region can be mapped

to photons propagating along the direction defined by (θmax, φ) and (0, 0) respectively.

The corresponding direction of propagation of the inner points are then obtained with

a linear interpolation resulting in a scaling factor of 0.2o/pixel.

The spectrometer has been calibrated using a calibrated Argon-Neon source, Princeton

Instruments - IntelliCal. The lamp has been placed in front of the entrance slit which

is close to 20µm to achieved the best resolution. Using the table provided by the

manufacturer [87] three emission lines are found within 860± 10nm as shown in Figure

3.3(c). The procedure has been repeated for different central wavelengths covering the

range from 800nm to 900nm and the complete set of tabulated wavelengths has been fit

linearly to obtained the calibration curve: λ(x) = λ0 + 0.039 × (288.2 − x) where λ0 is

the wavelength set on the monochromator controller and x is the pixel position on the

camera.

3.2.2 Tomography

Tomography is an imaging method which allows to divide an image into sections char-

acterised by a different value of a certain variable and to observe them separately. In

particular, I focus the discussion on the so-called energy-tomography technique which

allows to filter only photons within a chosen energy interval. I present two different

routes to implement this method: the Fabry-Perot approach and the motorised-mirror

one.

Fabry-Perot

In the Fabry-Perot method, the light collected by L1 is transmitted through a Fabry-

Perot filter as shown in Figure 3.4. A Fabry-Perot filter is made of two mirrors arranged
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Figure 3.3: (a) Real-space normalized intensity of the horizontal set (g,e)=(6,3)
of the test target. The line pair length, ∆x, is 12.4µm and it correspond to 35
pixels on the camera. Therefore, the resulting scaling factor is 0.35µm/pixel.
(b) Fourier-space normalized intensity under white-light illumination. The ra-
dius of the circle correspond to maximum angle L1 can collect, θmax. The solid
lines in (a) and (b) are the image profiles along the corresponding dashed lines.
(c) Energy resolved emission of the Princeton Instrument Argon-Neon lamp
within 860± 10nm where three wavelengths are found using the table provided
by the manufacturer: λ1 = 852.144nm, λ2 = 863.465nm and λ3 = 865.438nm.

in a cavity geometry and therefore, due to self-interference effect, the transmission spec-

trum of a Fabry-Perot interferometer presents sharp peaks at certain wavelengths whose

positions, λ0, spectral separation, FSR, and width, BP , are determined by the mirror

distance, L, the cavity order, m, and the mirror reflectivity, R(λ) as shown in Eq. 3.2

λ0 =
2

m
L

FSR =
λ0
m

BP =
2FSR

π
sin−1

1−R(λ)

2
√
R(λ)

(3.2)

where m is a positive integer number.

The alignment of the two mirrors of the Fabry-Perot interferometer is crucial to obtain a

spatially flat energy filter. Therefore, both mirror are mounted on a manual three points

adjustment mirror mount and one of them is also equipped with three piezoelectric

actuators to finely electrically tune the cavity length, L, the x and y tilting angles.

Experimentally, the Fabry-Perot interferometer is put in place so that the first mirror is

the one with only manual adjusters and it is aligned perpendicular to the incoming laser

beam using the the back reflection. Afterwards, the second mirror is aligned to achieved
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Figure 3.4: The light collected from L1 is transmitted thought a Fabry-Perot
interferometer before being projected in the focal plane of L2. For a fixed
interferometer optical length, L, the transmission of the Fabry-Perot filter is
non-vanishing only for wavelengths λ0 = 2L/m where m is any positive integer
number, i.e. in the pictures it is shown how the Fabry-Perot filters only the blue
(top) or red (bottom) component of the initial red and blue beam accordingly
to L.

a fringe-less image on the camera position in the image plane I. The absence of fringes

in the measured image is a fingerprint of the flatness of the energy filter in the portion

of the image projected onto the camera. To achieve this condition, a sinusoidal signal is

applied to the piezoelectric actuator controlling the mirrors separation and x and y tilt

angles are adjusted until the whole image recorded on the camera oscillates in-phase.

Eventually, the mirrors separation can be electrically tuned with a DC voltage supply

in order to tune the energy filter on demand. It is worth mentioning that this approach

can be applied to either real- and Fourier-space imaging and it allows to obtain a live

two dimensional energy filtered snapshot of the initial image.

Motorized-mirror

In the motorised-mirror method, either the real- or the Fourier-space is projected at

the entrance of a monochromator using the appropriate lens configuration described in

Figure 3.1. A monochromator is an optical system which reproduce onto its exit slit the

image projected onto its entrance slit as it is shown in Figure 3.5(a) and, if needed, to

energy resolve it along one direction as it is shown in Figure 3.5(b).
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Figure 3.5: (Top) Scheme to reproduce onto the exit slit of a monochromator
the image projected onto its entrance slit: the entrance slit is fully open to have
the largest field of view. (Bottom) Scheme to energy resolve onto the exit slit
of a monochromator the image projected onto its entrance slit: the entrance
of the slit is usually sets to the minimum value provided by the instrument in
order to achieve the highest spectral resolution. Note that the optical path are
not meant to reproduce the inner structure of the monochromator.

The configuration in Figure 3.5(b) is needed to perform the energy tomography. From

now on I consider the case of real-space energy tomography, in other words the case where

the real-space is projected onto the monochromator entrance slit. In order to achieved

the highest energy resolution provided by the instrumentation, the slit is open at the

minimum value achievable. As a consequence, the entrance slit is acting as a spatial filter

whose transmittance is given by Equation 3.1a. Therefore, the output image, I(E, y),

represent a two dimensional map whose axes are energy, E, and position, y, of the input

picture spatially filtered around x0. By using a motorized mirror, it is possible to scan

the x dimension and to acquire I(E,x) at different yi and eventually to reconstruct the

two dimensional real-space, I(x,y), at different energies.

3.3 Experimental techniques

3.3.1 Spatial light modulators

A spatial light modulator (SLM) is a device that allows for a bespoken spatial mod-

ulation of the amplitude, phase and/or polarisation of a light beam. For the purpose

of my thesis, I focus the description on computer-controllable and programmable opto-

electronic devices consisting of 2D array of cells filled with liquid crystals (LCs) which
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act as modulator material. From now on, the term SLM refers to only this particular

type of device. SLMs working principles are based on LCs’ birefringence and the possi-

bility to modify their alignment cell to cell by applying a DC voltage, as shown in figure

3.6.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Schematic of a liquid crystal molecule. Long-range order of the
molecular axis leads to the formation of an optical axis giving rise to birefrin-
gence β = ne−no. (b) A PAN-LC cell contains parallel oriented alignment layers
leading to a LC cell with uniaxial behaviour. (c) A TN-LC cell has perpendic-
ular oriented alignment layers leading to a helical twist of the LCs? molecular
axis for no applied voltage. In both cases (b) and (c) the LC molecules orient
along the direction of the electric field E once an external voltage is applied to
the cell. The figures are adapt from reference [88].

LCs in SLMs are usually in the so-called nematic phase which means that the LC

molecules are positioned randomly but show long-range orientational order. As such,

they can be described similarly to uniaxial crystal with an optical axis, c, and birefrin-

gence coefficient, β = ne−no where no and ne the ordinary and extraordinary refractive

indeces of the material [89]. It is known that in such media any polarised wave travel-

ling at an angle θ with respect to the optical axis can be decomposed into two linearly

polarised normal modes a and b with refractive indices [90]

na = no nb(θ) =
neno√

n2e cos2 θ + n2o sin2 θ
(3.3)

Therefore, a LC layer of thickness d imposes a phase shift of ∆φ = 2π(nb(θ)− na)d/λ0
between the two linear component of the incoming beam with wavelength λ0. As the

alignment of the LC molecules can be changed by applying a DC voltage, ∆φ can be

tuned on demand within the range of 0 to 2πβd/λ0.

In most devices, each cell consist of several layers of LC embedded between two electrodes

which are coated with alignment layers. SLM are grouped into two classes accordingly if
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the two alignment layers are orthogonal or parallel, respectively called Twisted-Nematic

(TN) and Parallel Alignment Nematic (PAN) LCs. In a TN-LC cell, when no voltage

is applied, each layer posses a defined optical axis which lies in the layer plane showing

a gradual helical twist of 90o across the cell, while, in a PAN-LC cel, every layer shares

the same optical axis, as shown in figure 3.6. The alignment of the LC molecules for

both types can be changed by applying a DC voltage at the electrodes allowing to tune

the phase delay on demand. The main differences between these two types of cells is

that the PAN can be described as a uniaxial crystal, while TN cannot. Therefore, the

maximum phase delay provided by a TN cell is more complicated to be computed.

In this thesis, both types of SLMs are in use for the generation of polariton graphs.

The beam shaping is realised by using a reflective liquid crystal on silicon SLM, R-SLM,

based on PAN-LC cells1. An additional polarisation modulation is accomplished by

using a transmissive SLM, T-SLM, based on TN-LC cells2. The implementations of

both SLMs are presented in the next subsection.

3.3.2 SLMs programming

Reflective SLM

It is a known fact that the field distributions of a collimated laser beam at the back

and at the front focal planes of a lens, respectively h(x, y) and g(x, y), are linked with a

Fourier transform (figure 3.7 and equation 3.4) [93].

g(x, y) = H(kx, ky)|(kx,ky)= 2π
λ0f

(x,y) (3.4)

where H(kx, ky) is the Fourier transform of h(x, y), f is the lens focal distance and λ0

is the laser wavelength.

Referring to the setup described in figure 3.9, h(x, y) is the laser profile at the SLM

plane, here a 2D Gaussian beam, g(x, y) is the desired excitation pattern to project onto

the sample, here a 2D graph of 2D Gaussian profiles, and φ(x, y) is the phase pattern

displayed on the SLM. For the purpose of my thesis, the phase of the excitation profile

is not relevant. Therefore, the phase retrieval problem simplifies to find φ(x, y) so that

|H|2 matches |g|2. The question to be solved is what is the phase of h(x, y), φ(x, y), in

order to achieve the desired intensity pattern |g(x, y)|2 and it represents an example of

a phase retrieval problem [94–96].

Since phase retrieval problems is ubiquitous in various fields ranging from transmission

electron microscopy [97], coherent diffractive imaging, X-ray crystallography [98] and

optical wavefront correction in astronomy [99], several methods are available to calculate

1PLUTO Phase Only Spatial Light Modulator (reflective), HOLOEYE [91]
2LC 2012 Spatial Light Modulator (transmissive), HOLOEYE [92]
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Figure 3.7: Experimental scheme to exploit the Fourier property of a thin lens
to generate an arbitrary image in its front focal plane with the help of a SLM.

the phase pattern which includes direct binary search [100], analytic solutions or iterative

algorithms based on Fourier or Helmholtz light propagation [101–107].

For the aim of this thesis, I restrict the discussion to a particular set of excitation patterns

which are composed of multiple 2D Gaussian profiles spatially separated with the same

widths and intensities. The corresponding phase pattern can be exactly analytically

calculated but, unfortunately, it requires complex modulation, as shown in equation 3.5.

Therefore, they cannot be implemented with the device in use.

φ(x, y) =

m−1∑
j=0

exp[i(kjxx+ kjyy)] (3.5)

where m is the number of spots required, i is the imaginary unit, kjx and kjy coefficients

determine the position of the j-th spot.

A possible solution is to neglect the amplitude modulation given by equation 3.5 but

(1) it results in a decent intensity uniformity between the graph nodes only for simple

structures and (2) it creates ghost orders [108]. Both problems can be solved by reducing

the SLM active region, i.e. 0 phase delay, but it comes at the dramatic expense of the

overall efficiency [108]. It is worth mentioning that it is possible to implement complex

modulation in a single phase-only SLM [109]. However, phase-only modulation is still

the preferred option due to the higher resolution and efficiency [110].

The most popular approach to compute for the calculation of phase patterns are iterative

Fourier transform algorithm (IFTA). An IFTA is defined by the following steps:
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1. Measure the beam profile at the SLM, IS(x, y), and define its corresponding field,

ES(x, y) =
√
IS(x, y);

2. Choose a target intensity profile, IT (x, y), and define its corresponding field,

ET (x, y) =
√
IT (x, y);

3. Choose an initial guess phase map, φ0(x, y);

4. Define the input field as E0
in = ES exp(iφ0(x, y));

5. Calculate the output field by means of Fourier transform, E0
out = F(E0

in), and its

corresponding output intensity, I0out = |E0
out|2;

6. Compare I0out with the desired target intensity map IT . If the two intensity maps

are close enough, then φ0(x, y) is the solution to the desired phase retrieval prob-

lem, otherwise, the following steps are needed;

7. Generate a new field in the output plane, G0
out, which is usually a combination of

E0
out and ET ;

8. Calculate the corresponding input field by means of inverse Fourier transform,

G0
in = F−1(G0

out);

9. Define a new input phase mask as the argument of G0
in, φ0(x, y) = arg(G0

in) and

redo the procedure from step number 4.

In addition, it is necessary to design and run at each iteration a procedure to check

whether the algorithm is converging or not in order to avoid stagnation.

Two questions remain still open: (1) how to chose the initial guess phase and (2) how

to compute G0
out. The strategy to answer the first question is to maximise the overlap

between I0out and I0T . To achieve this condition, the initial phase mask can be analyti-

cally defined as a combination of a prism and a lens, which are respectively linear and

quadratic in respect to the pixel-coordinates. By applying such phase mask, the output

intensity remains Gaussian but the prism mask allows to move the image in the focal

plane, while the lens mask allows to change its size [111]. The generation of G0
out is

basically the main differences between the different algorithms which always represents

a trade-off between efficiency and image quality. Here, I report the definition of such

field for the two methods widely used in my thesis, the Gerchburg-Saxton, GS, and the

Mixed Region Amplitude Freedom, MRAF (equation 3.6).

G0(x, y) =

ET eiarg(E
0
out) GS algorithm

(mET |sr + (1−m)|E0
out|nr)eiarg(E

0
out) MRAF algorithm

(3.6)

where m is the so called mixing parameter, sr and nr are the signal region and noise

region, respectively. In both methods phase freedom is permitted everywhere in the
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output plane, while amplitude freedom is allowed only in the noise region of the MRAF

one. The additional amplitude degree of freedom is equivalent to ask to the algorithm

to converge only in a limited region of space of the output plane, the signal region. As a

consequence, the MRAF algorithm produces better quality images than GS but at the

expense of the efficiency. As a rule of thumb, the lower the mixing parameter, the better

but less efficient the image. In the limiting case of unitary mixing parameter, the two

algorithms are equivalent.

A fraction of the light hitting the SLM remains unmodulated for several reasons: the

non orthogonal incident angle, the device fill factor, the residual reflection of the active

area of the SLM, the non perfect calibration, the cross-talk between adjacent pixels,

the pixelation of the modulation and the non-linear response of the device. As a con-

sequence, the calculated image results over imposed to an unwanted bright laser spots

in its centre. An approach relies on generating a modulated spots in the target image

which destructively interfere with the unmodulated laser light [112]. This approach is

very effective but it applies only to analytically calculated pattern. A more general

approach relies on spatially offset the calculated image by adding a blazed grating, a

focusing lens pattern or a combination of both.

According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem [113, 114], a signal must be dis-

cretised using a sampling frequency at least twice the bandwidth of the signal. In the

case of a N ×M pixel SLM, the computation matrix have to be at least 2N × 2M in

order to avoid aliasing effects and additional speckle noise. The phase freedom of the

SLM is allowed only in the central N ×M part and padded with zeros elsewhere.

Transmissive SLM

After having shaped the beam, the laser image is reproduced in the T-SLM plane, as

shown in figure 3.9, where the polarisation of each spot can be changed at will. In

particular, we want to smoothly vary the polarisation of each spot from left to right

circular at 800nm.

For this task, it is necessary to characterise the T-SLM operation using the Jones matrix

formalism [115]. As the T-SLM in use is based on TN-LC cells, the theoretical calculation

of the Jones matrix is non-trivial [116] but it depends on parameters not provided by the

manufacturer. Therefore, an experimental routine has been implemented to determine

the Jones matrix of the T-SLM for each possible grey-level g = 0, . . . , 255, M(g) [117].

Here, I report briefly the main details of the calibration process which has been im-

plemented by J.D. Töpfer during his Master’ project. After having tested its working

principles, we designed and built together an extension of the setup to accommodate the

T-SLM in order to arbitrarily change the polarisation of each spot of the laser image, as

shown in figure 3.9.
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The generic form of the Jones matrix for a non-absorbing polarisation device can be

written as

M = eiα

(
X − iY Z − iW
−Z − iW X + iY

)
(3.7)

where α is a global phase shift (non relevant for our scope), X, Y , W and Z are real

parameters in the range [−1, 1] that satisfy the normalisation condition X2 + Y 2 +

Z2 + W 2 = 1. Measurement of the transmitted light though the T-SLM in seven

different configurations, which differs in incoming and detected polarisation, enables to

analytically calculate the four coefficients [118].
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Figure 3.8: (a) Configuration incorporating a T-SLM, a λ/2 and a λ/4 wave-
plates used for the polarisation modulation. An incoming beam with horizontal
polarisation is converted into a polarised states on an equi-azimuthal curve as
shown in (b). The experimentally measured circular fractions, IR,L/IR + IL,
and circular Stokes component S3 are shown in (c) and (d) as a function of the
T-SLM grey level g. Also, good agreement it is shown in (d) with the simu-
lations using the determined Jones matrix. Starting with a ’black screen’ and
S3(g = 0) = 0.84, the polarisation state becomes linear by increasing the grey
level, S3(g = 175) = 0, and, ultimately, the circular faction inverts for a ’white
screen’, S3(g = 255) = −0.84. Figure is taken from reference [118]
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After having calculated the T-SLM Jones matrix, it is possible to design a system con-

sisting of a λ/2 and a λ/4 waveplates, as shown in figure 3.8, to maximise the polari-

sation modulation depth, |S3(g = 0) − S3(g = 255)| [119]. As a result, we obtained a

surprisingly high polarisation modulation, S3(g = 0) = 0.84 and S3(g = 255) = −0.84,

considering that the device is designed for the visible range and not for the near-infrared.

Even though the resulting light for the extremes of the grey values is not 100% polarised,

we can safely use this scheme to non-resonantly excite a left or right polarised polariton

condensate keeping in mind that (1) the light polarisation is also partially distorted at

the focal of a large NA lens [120] and that (2) the relaxation process already induces a

partial depolarisation of the injected light [121].

3.3.3 Transmission-like setup

The setup described in this subsection has been used for all the measurements of my

thesis. The setup is configured in the transmission-like geometry, where two different

microscope objectives (or lenses) are used for excitation and collection, as it is shown in

figure 3.9.
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PC
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interferometer
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Figure 3.9: Setup scheme as described in the text.

In all the measurements, the sample is held at approximately 6 K in a cold-finger contin-

uous flow cryostat and optically pumped non-resonantly from the episide. The excitation

lasers have been all tuned at the first minimum above the stop-band, here 800nm, as

shown in Figure 3.10(b). A polarised beam splitter (PBS) and a half-wave plate (HP)

before the R-SLM act as power control because the R-SLM in use modulates only hori-

zontally polarised light. A PBS after the R-SLM removes any spurious component of the

modulated beam and then a quarter-wave plate (QP) is used to convert the horizontal
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polarised beam into circular. A 3 lenses system is used to project onto the sample the

desired excitation pattern; the lenses are chosen so that (1) the sample and the SLM

planes are conjugate to achieve the best resolution, (2) the pattern in the sample plane

has the desired dimensions and (3) the laser beam does not either under fill or overfill

the last lens. An iris is located at the focal plane of the first lens to (1) spatially filter on

demand the excitation pattern and (2) to block any unwanted diffraction order from the

R-SLM. Alternatively, two flipper mirrors (FMs) enables to elongate the optical path

from the R-SLM to the same chosen excitation lens in order to accommodate the T-SLM

and its relative polarisation optics as discussed in subsection 3.3.2. The PL was recorded

in the transmission geometry through the GaAs substrate with a microscope objective.

In front of the back aperture of the collection objective is placed a 808nm long-pass filter

in order to ensure that any residual scattered laser light is blocked. After being reflected

on a mirror whose tilting angles can be electrically driven, the PL is projected with an

achromatic plano-convex lens on the entrance slit of a 300 mm spectrometer equipped

both with a mirror and a 1200 groves/mm grating which is coupled to a charge coupled

device (CCD). By using FMs, the PL can be coupled to a stabilised Michelson interfer-

ometer (sM) or to a Fabry-Perot (FP) one, respectively described in subsections 3.3.4

and 3.2.2. On demand, the PL can split into two just after the collection objective with

a 50:50 beam splitter (BS) enabling to simultaneously record both real-space (camera)

and Fourier-space/dispersion image (CCD). After the T-SLM, a FM allows to project

onto a camera the excitation path without going through both objectives allowing for a

daily routine of calibration of the T-SLM and its associated HP and QP as discussed in

subsection 3.3.2.

Stokes components of the PL can be directly measured by inserting a proper set of

polarisation optics in the collection optical path (not drawn in figure 3.9). 2D Stokes

components can be then calculated as

S1,2,3 =
IH,D,L − IV,AD,R
IH,D,L + IV,AD,R

(3.8)

where S1,2,3 are respectively the linear, diagonal and circular polarisation components,

IH,D,L and IV,AD,R are the intensities of the difference polarisation components, i.e.

horizontal (H), vertical (V), diagonal (D), anti-diagonal (AD), left-circular (L) and right-

circular (R).

3.3.4 Stabilised Michelson interferometry

Polariton condensation is characterised by a built up of long range coherence. One way

to measure the degree of coherence of a light source is by performing interferometric
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measurements and then by calculating the fringe visibility, V [122]:

V =
Imax − Imin
Imax + Imin

(3.9)

with Imax and Imin being respectively the intensities corresponding to the maximum

and adjacent minimum in the fringe system.

To show the coherence build up above threshold of a polariton condensate (chapter 4), we

measure the fringe visibility by means of an actively stabilised Michelson interferometer

in a mirror-retroreflector configuration [9]. The use of a stabilised Michelson interfer-

ometer is preferred in respect the Mach-Zehnder interferometer because it guarantees a

more accurate fringe visibility measurements by suppressing vibrational noise.

3.4 Sample

A microcavity polariton sample usually consists of a microcavity (MC) sandwiched be-

tween two distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs) with groups of quantum wells (QWs)

embedded inside the MC at the anti-nodes of cavity field intensity to enhance the light-

matter coupling and to stabilised the exciton as shown in Figure 3.10.

Several materials have already shown polariton Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in-

cluding CdTe, GaAs, GaN, ZnO [10, 43–45] and, more recently, organic semiconductors

[46–48]. Among these variety of material choice, GaAs is the preferred material to

study polariton fluidic because AlAs/GaAs heterostructures benefit from a moderate

exciton binding energy of approximately 10meV and have a small lattice mismatch to-

gether with a high bandgap difference which results in a structure with low photonic

and excitonic disorder. As a downside, GaAs does not allow to work in transmission-like

geometry ( described in Subsection 3.3.3) without further processing after the sample

growth because the natural substrate on which to grow this structure, GaAs itself, is not

transparent for the emission wavelength. Moreover, although the lattice mismatch of

GaAs and AlAs is as small as 0.14% at room temperature [123], it leads to the formation

of cross-hatched dislocation and point defects which can generates localisation [124] and

elastic scattering [125–128] affecting polariton propagation.

Transmission-like geometry can be achieved by using InGaAs QWs embedded in a GaAs

MC with GaAs/AlAs DBRs but it induces further strain in the QWs which may eventu-

ally be transferred into strain in the mirrors [129]. Furthermore, it has been shown that

an indium content of 3% or lower causes the exciton level of individual wells to hybridise

making the observation of condensation difficult [130]. Therefore, the sample design is

a compromise between the sample quality and the the exciton confinement strength.

Introducing a thin layer of AlP in each AlAs layer of the DBRs results in a strain reduc-

tion leading to a lower density of cross-hatched dislocations density [131]. On the basis
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Figure 3.10: (a) Sketch of the microcavity structure: top (bottom) DBR made
of 23 (26) pairs of GaAs/AlAs0.98P0.02 , 2λGaAs microcavity with embedded 3
pairs of In0.08Ga0.92As QWs placed at the maxima of the field amplitude and two
additional QWs at the first and last minima of the field amplitude as carrier
collection wells. (b) Calculated reflectivity spectrum of the cavity stop band
with the transfer matrix method (black line) and experimental transmittance
spectrum for detuning of −5.8meV . (red line) (c) Sketch of the energy gap
(black line) along the growth direction and the corresponding field amplitude of
the cavity mode (red line). (d) Real space transmission intensity image of the
sample surface under white light illumination on a linear grey scale, as indicated.
Figures are adapted from Ref. [1].

of this work, another strain-compensated MC sample was realised at the University of

Sheffield and, eventually, it enabled the first observation of polariton condensation in a

strain-compensated planar MC with InGaAs QWs [1].

As I describe in Chapter 7, the coupling in a polariton graph is established by polariton

ballistically propagates across the graph nodes. Therefore, the density of defects sets a

upper limit to the polariton graph size which can be coherently coupled. Furthermore,

the transmission-like geometry decouples the excitation and collection optical systems

enabling an easier engineering of complex excitation conditions.

For the above-mentioned reasons, the work reported in this Thesis has been carried

out on a strain-compensated planar microcavity with InGaAs quantum wells grown

by MBE. The sample was provided by Professor Wolfgang Langbein (University of
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Cardiff) who has designed it together with Professor Pavlos G. Lagoudakis (Univer-

sity and Southampton). The sample description is provided in Subsection 3.4.1, while I

discuss the observation of polariton condensation in this sample in Chapter 4.

3.4.1 InGaAs strain-compensated microcavity

The sample is a 2λGaAs MC with embedded In0.08Ga0.92As QWs. Three pairs of 6nm

QWs are placed at the anti-nodes of the cavity field as well as two additional QWs at

the first and last node to serve as carrier collection wells, as shown in Figure 3.10(c).

The number of QWs are chosen to increase the vacuum Rabi splitting and to keep the

exciton density per QW below the Mott density [132] at sufficiently high total exciton

density to achieved polariton BEC. A wide range of detuning are accessible due to wedge

of the cavity thickness. Strain compensation is achieved by AlAs0.98P0.02/GaAs DBRs

instead of the thin AlP layer used in Ref. [131] because the pseudo-alloy composition

can be better controlled in the growth process. The top (bottom) DBR is made of 23

(26) periods as shown in Figure 3.10(a), resulting in a reflectivity higher than 99.9% in

the stop-band region of the spectrum as shown in Figure 3.10(b). The average density

of hatched dislocations along the [100] direction was estimated from the transmission

imaging to be about 6/mm, while no hatched dislocations along the [11̄0] direction were

observed, as shown in Figure 3.10(d).

From the transmitted spectrum at a detuning of −5.8meV shown in Figure 3.10(b),

at which the LP has a linewidth of 120± 50µeV and an exciton fraction of 20.5%, we

obtained a LP Q-factor of 12000 while the photonic Q-factor obtained from reflectivity

spectrum calculated using the transfer matrix method is 25000. It is worth mentioning

that the simulation has been performed neglecting the in-plane disorder and residual

absorption and that the low temperature, 6K, refractive indices of 3.556 and 3.015 have

been used for GaAs and AlAs0.98P0.02 layers, respectively.
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Polariton condensation in a

strain-compensated microcavity

Under specific conditions, polariton systems were reported to undergo a transition into

a coherent state. This coherent state shares some characteristic features of both con-

ventional BEC and photon laser but it is usually not at thermal equilibrium with the

host lattice [9] and it does not require population invertion [35]. Even though it was

recently proved that polariton condensation is not intrinsically a non-equilibrium effect

[82], whether to call this transition polariton lasing or polariton condensation is still

under debate in the community [79, 133–135] because polariton lifetime of the order of

hundreds of picoseconds are needed to achieve thermal equilibrium. Despite the contro-

versy is still open for short-lifetime polaritons, the spontaneous formation of a coherence

state is a well-establish fact which has been reported in several samples [8]. However,

the observation of polariton condensation in GaAs-bases planar MC with InGaAs QWs

is still missing.

To demonstrate polariton condensation, it is important to show that:

• the system is in the strong coupling regime

• the LP emission presents a continuous blueshift of the emission and it shows a

threshold at which the intensity grows non-linearly and the linewidth shirks

• the lasing occurs on the polariton mode

• the formation of phase spatial correlation

• a second threshold is observed at higher excitation fluence [136]

where the first three points set an unequivocal distinction between polariton and photon

lasing.

41
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In the following sections, we demonstrate the observation of polariton condensate in

a strain-compensate planar MC with InGaAs QWs ( sample’s details are reported in

Section 3.4.1) using real- and Fourier-space imaging under non-resonant optical pulsed

excitation.

4.1 Experimental method

The sample and the setup are described in details in Subsection 3.4.1 and 3.3.3, respec-

tively, where the R-SLM is replaced with a mirror. The sample was optically pumped

non-resonantly from the episide using a 180 fs pulsed Ti:Sapphire laser with a repetition

rate of 80 MHz tuned to the first reflectivity minimum above the cavity stop band as

it is shown in Figure 3.10(b). The photoluminescence was recorded in the transmission

geometry through the GaAs substrate with a ±40o collection angle by a 0.65 NA micro-

scope objective and was spectrally resolved using a 1200 grooves/mm grating in a 300

mm spectrometer coupled to a charge coupled device.

4.2 Strong coupling regime

Figure 4.1(a) shows the LP and UP dispersions below the condensation threshold at

a detuning of −5meV. The measured LP dispersion is clearly non parabolic, contrar-

ily to the expected one for a cavity photon. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, the anti-

crossing behaviour represents an unequivocal fingerprint of the strong coupling regime

[7]. Therefore, taking advantage spatial dependence of the detuning due to the cavity

wedge discussed in Section 3.4.1, we recorded the dispersion images at different position

on the sample and we extract the LP and UP energy at normal incidence in order to

observe the anti-crossing behaviour as it is shown in Figure 4.1(b). Eventually, we fit

the obtained data using two coupled harmonic oscillators model [32] and we obtained a

vacuum Rabi splitting of approximately 8meV.

4.3 Polariton condensation

We excited the sample with a two dimensional radially symmetric Gaussian profile with

a 35µm full width half maximum (FWHM) using a 5 cm lens in order to observe con-

densation at k‖ ∼ 0 [86]. The non-resonant excitation creates an electron-hole pairs

in the InGaAs QWs and GaAs MC which rapidly relax to populate the LP dispersion

and the weakly coupled QWs exciton reservoir. By increasing the excitation fluence,

the polariton relaxation rate into the ground state of the LP increases and, eventually,

overcomes its radiative decay resulting in a macroscopic population of the ground state
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Figure 4.1: (a) LP and UP dispersions below the condensation threshold on a
logarithmic color scale as given. The white dashed lines depict the bare exciton
(X) and cavity (C) modes and the blue and red solid lines are the calculated LP
and UP dispersions. (b) LP and UP energy at normal incidence for different
detuning conditions. The error bars correspond to the FWHM of a Gaussian
fit to the spectra. The blue (purple) line show the calculated LP (UP), and
the dashed green (red) line shows the bare cavity (exciton) mode. Figures are
adapted from Ref. [1]

[9]. Figure 4.2(a) shows the both LP and UP dispersions in the low fluence regime,

where the renormalisation is negligible. By increasing the excitation fluence, we observe

a threshold at Pth = 26µJ/cm2 at which the emission shrinks around k ∼ 0 in Fourier-

space as shown in the intensity profiles in Figures 4.2(a) to 4.2(c). Above threshold the

emission at high k follows the calculated LP dispersion, proving the system is still in the

strong coupling regime. The LP emission spectrum shows the characteristic feature of a

polariton BEC, namely, a linewidth narrowing, Figure 4.2(d), a continuous blueshift of

the emission energy, Figure 4.2(e), and a non-linear increase of the emission intensity,

Figure 4.2(f). As expected, above the condensation threshold, we observe a broadening

of the LP emission and still a blueshift of the emission as the interaction between the

condensate and the reservoir becomes stronger [137].

4.4 Photon lasing

The data presented in Section 4.3 are a good indication that we observe polariton conden-

sation using the strain compensated InGaAs sample. To further increase our confidence,

we wanted to prove that our structure exhibits a second intensity threshold as the ex-

citation fluence is increased and one enters the photon lasing (weak coupling) regime.

The major signature of this behaviour is the observation of two fluence-driven thresholds

characterised by a non-linear increase of the emission and a linewidth narrowing.

Photon lasing requires an inversion of the electronic population and, therefore, it is ex-

pected to have a threshold fluence of about two order of magnitude higher than polariton
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Figure 4.2: Dispersion images on a linear colour scale as indicated below (a),
at (b) and above (c) the condensation threshold. The red solid lines are the
calculated LP and UP dispersions, while the white dotted and dash lines shows
the uncoupled cavity and exciton dispersions, respectively. In (a) the UP energy
range is visible, scaled as indicated. The data in (b) and (c) have been scaled
as indicated for |k| greater than 2.5µm−1 and 1.8µm−1, respectively. Profiles
of the LP emission along k are also shown as white lines. (d) Linewidth, (e)
energy shift in unit of the vacuum Rabi splitting and (f) integrated intensity at
k ∼ 0 versus excitation fluence. Figure taken from Ref. [1].

lasing [35]. To achieved this condition, we changed the excitation lens in order to reduce

the excitation spot size down to 9.2µm FWHM. The reduction of the excitation spot

leads to polariton condensation at a finite k due to the steepness of the potential profile

induced by the repulsive interaction between polaritons and with the exciton reservoir

[86]. Therefore, in order to record the evolution of both polariton and photon lasing, we

integrated the dispersion image from 1.441 eV to 1.458 eV and |k| < 3.4µm−1.

As shown in Figure 4.3(a), we observed two threshold behaviour showing an abrupt

increase of the emission and a linewidth narrowing. As expected, the second threshold
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occurs at a fluence 20 times higher than the first one. Due to integration procedure,

we noted that the resulting linewidth is broader and that the intensity increase at both

threshold is smaller than the one observed in figure 4.2(d). Figure 4.3(b) shows the

energy shift of the emission colour-coded with the average wave-vector of the emission,

〈k〉. As observed in Section 4.3, we observed a continuous increase of the emission

energy and k. However, upon crossing the second threshold, the emission energy shifts

towards the energy of the bottom of the uncoupled photonic dispersion. We attributed

this behaviour to the transition to the photon lasing [138] indicating that the system is

now in the weak-coupling regime following the dissociation of the exciton. This regime

is achieved when the so-called Bernard-Duraffourg condition is fulfilled [139] or, in other

words, when the electronic population is inverted.

To show the coherence build up above threshold, we carried out interference measure-

ments using an actively stabilised Michelson interferometer in a mirror-retroreflector

configuration [9] as described in Section 3.3.4. We measured the phase spatial corre-

lation of the emission in respect with its centre and we extracted the fringe visibilities

using Equation 3.9. The measured fringe visibility of both polariton condensate and

photon lasing is extended and, as expected for a coherent source, reaches up to about

80%, as shown in Figures 4.3(c) to 4.3(f).

4.5 Conclusions

We presented the first experimental evidence of polariton condensation in a strain-

compensated microcavity with suppressed disorder which enables transmission-like ge-

ometry. The result was achieved under non-resonant ultra-fast optical excitation without

leaving any doubt about the origin of the observed coherence. We proved that the sys-

tem is in the strong coupling regime and we observed all the characteristic features of

a polariton BEC, long-range spatial coherence, non-linear increase of the emission, a

linewidth narrowing and a continuos blueshift of the emission energy. We corroborated

the observation of polariton BEC by recording a second threshold fluence associated with

the well-known photon lasing regime in VCSEL structure. Condensation in a structure

with suppressed disorder promises to be a suited system for studying the nature of

quantum fluid phenomena [70, 71, 140] and it represents a necessary step towards the

implementation of periodic lattices of interacting condensates, providing a platform for

on chip simulations [2].

4.6 Contributions and Publications

The experiments reported in this chapter have been carried out mainly by the Pasquale

Cilibrizzi, Alexis Askitopoulos and the author. All the data reported in this chapter
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Figure 4.3: (a) LP emission linewidth and integrated intensity as function of the
excitation fluence P relative to the polariton condensation threshold. We inte-
grated the emission over the entire LP dispersion, from 1.441 eV to 1.458 eV and
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threshold. The dotted lines indicate the energy of the cavity (blue) and the LP
(brown) at k ∼ 0. (c,e) Real-space emission intensity and (d,f) fringe visibility
in the regime of polariton condensation at P = 3.8Pth ((c,d) and photon lasing
at P = 20Pth (e,f), as indicated by the two blue arrows in (a,b). The visibility
is averaged over 24 different phase shifts. The red spots in (c) and (e) indicate
r = 0 used in (d,f). Figure taken from Ref. [1].

have been published previously in Ref. [1].



Chapter 5

Realising the classical XY

Hamiltonian in polariton

simulators

Optimisation problems are ubiquitous in the modern era from social to natural sciences,

i.e. protein folding [141], behaviour of financial market [142], dynamics of neural net-

works [143], behaviour of multi-agent systems [144], devising new chemical materials

[145] and finding the ground state of spin liquids [146]. Unfortunately, most of these

problems cannot be efficiently tackled with classical computer because their complexity

does not scale polynomially with the problem size. An alternative route to efficiently

solve these intractable problems was envisioned by Feynman in 1982 who introduced

the concept of simulator [147]. A simulator is a problem dedicated device which mimics

the behaviour of the physical problem of interest enabling either to test and verify its

current theoretical model or to gain (further) information about it [148]. Recently, it

was demonstrated that most of these optimisation tasks can be mapped into certain uni-

versal classical spin models that are characterised by a given set of degrees of freedom,

spins, by their interactions, couplings, and by a associated cost function, Hamiltonians

[149]. As a results, there is a strong interest across the whole scientific community to

realise a simulator able to solve such spin models.

Various systems were proposed and demonstrated to act as a Hamiltonian simulator us-

ing networks of artificial spins: superconducting flux quantum bits [150], atomic optical

lattices [151] , a network of coupled lasers [152], a network of optical parametric oscilla-

tors [153–156], trapped ions [157], phonons in electromechanical systems [158]. In this

chapter, I introduce a new platform based on polariton graph to compute the ground

state of the classical XY Hamiltonian.

47
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Polariton condensates can be imprinted into any 2D graph by modulating the spatial

profile of the excitation beam, offering straightforward scalability. Under optical injec-

tion, the network of coupling can be arbitrary tuned by controlling the density profile

and polarisation of each individual condensate providing unprecedented control of the

cross-site interaction [3, 5]. Due to the finite polariton lifetime, the information about

the polariton graph are continuously optically read enabling in-situ characterisation of

stationary polariton graph. Furthermore, the bottom-up approach for the search of

the ground state of the XY Hamiltonian is achievable within the linewidth of the cor-

responding state. This is an advantage compared to annealing techniques, where the

global minimum is reached though transitions over local minima. In a future prospective,

polariton devices have also been demonstrated to sustain room temperature operation

[10, 45–48] and electrical injection [11, 159] and it is currently under investigation how

to push polariton systems into the full quantum regime [160].

5.1 Experimental method

The sample and the setup are described in details in section 3.4.1 and 3.3.3 respectively.

The sample was optically pumped non-resonantly from the episide using a continuous-

wave Ti:Sapphire laser tuned to the first reflectivity minimum above the cavity stop band

as it is shown in figure 3.10(b). The spatial profile of the excitation beam is shaped to

a graph of 2D radially symmetric and identical Gaussian profiles by using a R-SLM

and afterwards, it is focused on the sample with a 0.65 NA microscope objective. The

resulting Gaussian profiles are characterised by a full width at half maximum (FWHM)

of approximately 1−2µm. The photoluminescence from the sample is collected through

the GaAs substrate with a 0.42 NA microscope objective. Fourier-space and dispersion

imaging are performed by projecting the Fourier-space at the slit of a 300 grooves/mm

with 50µeV resolution. If not otherwise stated, the real-space spectral tomography is

obtained with a tunable Fabry-Perot interferometer with a bandpass of 20µeV and a

free spectral range of 2.5nm.

5.2 Theoretical description

In a polariton graph, by increasing the excitation density, condensation occurs at the

state with the phase configuration that carries the highest population [14]. This is

a consequence of the bosonic nature of the condensation process: the probability to

scatter into a particular state grows with its population. At condensation threshold, a

macroscopic coherent state is formed described by a wavefunction Ψg(r) which we model

using the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation (cGLE), as described in section 2.3.2. We

make the ansatz that the wavefunction of a graph of m vertices is given by the sum of m
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individual wavefunction centred at the graph’s nodes, Ψg(r) =
∑m

i=1 Ψ(|r− ri|) exp(iθi)

where θi and ri are the phase and position of each condensate respectively. The number

of polaritons reads:

N =

∫
|Ψg(r)|dr = mN0 +

∑
i<j

Jij cos(θi − θj)

Jij =
1

π

∫ ∞
0
|Ψ(k)|2J0(k|ri − rj|)kdk

Ψ(k) = 2π

∫ ∞
0

Ψ(r)J0(kr)rdr

N0 = 2π

∫ ∞
0
|Ψ(r)|2rdr

(5.1)

where J0 is the zero order Bessel function of first kind, N0 and Ψ(r) are the number

of particles and the wavefunction for a single condensate. The oscillating behaviour

of the Bessel function brings about the sign change in the coupling constant, Jij . As

a consequence, the coupling is expected to oscillate as a function of the condensate

separation. Introducing a set of of classical spin associated to each graph node and

defined as Si = (cos θi, sin θi), we refer to the coupling terms to be ferromagnetic (anti-

ferromagnetic) when Jij is positive (negative) in analogy to magnetic systems.

The maximisation of the particles number is equivalent to minimise theXY Hamiltonian,

HXY = −
∑m

i<j Jij cos θij . Therefore, measuring the phase configuration of a polariton

graph gives information of the global minimum of the XY Hamiltonian. As a result

of the phase coupling across the graph, interference patterns form both in real- and

Fourier-space. In simple graphs, the phase configuration can be interfere by counting

the number of interference maxima between each pair of condensates, otherwise, for

more complex coupling networks, it can be obtained by Fourier-space analysis and/or

interferometric measurements.

5.3 1D Ising chain

We experimentally address an analogue of the Ising chain by projecting on the sample

a linear chain of five equidistant polariton condensates. Due to the symmetry of the

structure, the XY Hamiltonian reads HXY = −4J cos ∆θ where J and ∆θ are the cou-

pling and the phase difference between two nearest neighbour condensates respectively.

Since the structure is open and the maximum connectivity is two, the system lacks of

frustration and the relative phase between any pair or neighbours is either zero or π de-

pending on the sign of J . As such, the linear chain configuration restricts the spin states

effectively reducing the chain to the Ising model. Figure 5.1 shows the corresponding
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Figure 5.1: Experimental realisation of an Ising chain of five equidistant
polariton nodes with lattice constant, condensation wavevector, (d, kc), of
(9µm, 1.35µm−1) (a,e), (11.1µm, 1.37µm−1) (b,f), (11.4µm, , 1.56µm−1) (c,g)
and (13.4µm, , 1.39µm−1) (d,h) respectively. The outer ring radius in Fourier-
space corresponds to the condensation wavevector, kc, whereas the inner fringes
correspond to self-diffraction from the Ising chain. The false-grey scale images
show the normalised real- (a-d) and Fourier-space (e-h) photoluminescence in-
tensity at the energy of the condensate; (a,b) are saturated at 0.7, (c,d) are
saturated at 0.25 and (e-h) are saturated at 0.3 to increase the visibility of the
low intensity fringes. Figure taken from reference [2].

real- and Fourier-space photoluminescence for different distances at condensation thresh-

old. The phase configuration are clearly distinguishable in both real- and Fourier-space.

In particular, an even (odd) number of density maxima between nearest neighbours in

real-space is an unequivocal signature of anti-ferromagnetic (ferromagnetic) coupling.

Similarly, the observation of a minimum (maximum) at kx = 0 (where x is the chain

direction) in the Fourier-space is typical of anti-ferromagnetic (ferromagnetic) coupling.
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N

kcd

θ = 0

θ = π

cos(kcd+ φ)

Figure 5.2: The maximum number of particles for a polariton dyad formed under
incoherent pumping as a function of kcd for a fixed kc obtained by numerically
integration of the cGLE. The solid (dash) line corresponds to the ferromagnetic
(anti-ferromagnetic) coupling. The switching occurs with a period of 2π/kc as
the superimposed graph of cos(kcd + φ) illustrated, with φ = 225o. The black
dots are the experimental kcd corresponding to figure 5.1. Figure taken from
reference [2].

Theoretically, solving the 1D Ising chain simplifies to calculate the phase configuration of

two condensates, a polariton dyad, as a function of kcd, as shown in figure 5.2. Remark-

ably, we obtained a perfect agreement between experiments (black dots) and theory

(black line). As expected, the phase configuration at fixed condensation wavevector

switches between zero and π with a period of 2π/kc, as shown by the superimposed

cosine function (red curve). Nevertheless the cosine function reproduces the oscillating

nature of the coupling term, a phase offset of 225o is required to be consistent. The

physical origin of the phase offset can be phenomenologically understood considering

our description of the phase coupling which states that the system adjusts the relative

phase so that ballistically exchanged polaritons are in-phase with the locally excited

ones. As we assume that the acquired phase during the ballistic transport of polariton

is kcd, there are at least three factors which we neglect: (1) the finite size of polariton

condensate, (2) the finite width of polariton emission and (3) the fact that polariton

wavevector is not constant during the ballistic transport.

5.4 2D structures

Equidistance vertices across a circle

We consider a geometry of m polariton condensates regularly arranged across a circle.

The XY Hamiltonian reads HXY = −mJ cos ∆θ where J and ∆θ are the coupling

and the phase difference between two nearest neighbour condensates and we consider
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only first neighbour interaction. If the coupling term is positive, the trivial solution,

∆θ = 0, is always the ground state of the system. Otherwise, ∆θ = π when m is

even or ∆θ = ±π(m − 1)/m when m is odd. In the latter case, the periodic boundary

condition introduces frustration in the system. As a consequence, the ground state

is two-fold degenerate and its phase configurations bring about topological vortices of

charge ±(m− 1)/2 whose properties will be discussed in chapter 6.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

5µm

10µm

10µm

10µm

Figure 5.3: Spin configurations of square polariton lattices. The diagram of the
numerically calculated spin vectors at the pumping site S = (cos θi, sin θi), the
real-space energy tomography of the experimental realisations and the numerical
results are shown on the left, central and right columns respectively. Solid and
dashed blue lines on the spin vector diagram (left column) indicate ferromagnetic
and anti-ferromagnetic coupling, respectively. The false-grey scale mages in the
middle column shows the normalised real-space photoluminescence intensity at
condensation threshold filtered though a Fabry-perot interferometer tuned at
the energy of the condensate; (c) is saturated at 0.5 to increase the fringes
visibility. The dashed white circles in the right column show the position of the
centre of the pumping spots. The configurations shown are some elementary
building blocks of square lattices such as anti-ferromagnetic (a,c), ferro-magnetic
)b) and 90o compass (d). Figure taken from reference [2].

Figures 5.3(a) to 5.3(c) show the spin configuration, experimental results of the real-

space photoluminescence intensity at the energy of the condensate at condensation
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threshold and numerical simulations for a square with lattice constants that lead to

anti-ferromagnetic, ferromagnetic and the next anti-ferromagnetic coupling respectively.

Similar to the Ising polariton chain, the type of coupling is clearly distinguishable by

the number of fringes between vertices: even for anti-ferromagnetic and odd for ferro-

magnetic. These observation are in agreements with the π phase difference reported in

reference [77].

In the context of solving universal spin models, more complex and exotic coupling con-

figurations than fully anti-ferromagnetic or ferromagnetic couplings are of interest, i.e.

network of arbitrary couplings [161] and compass models where the coupling sign are

inherently directionally dependent [162]. Polariton graphs can realise complex coupling

configurations by introducing an asymmetry either in the excitation density or in the

geometry. In figure 5.3(d), we realise the 90o compass model, where each vertex has one

ferromagnetic and one anti-ferromagnetic coupling with its nearest neighbours as it is

clearly distinguishable by the number of fringes between nearest neighbours.

Rhombus

The XY Hamiltonian has been simulated on a triangular lattice of atomic condensates

proving a rich variety of phase configurations [151]. Furthermore, in the case of three po-

lariton condensates arranged at the vertices of an equilateral triangle under non-resonant

pulsed excitation, the phase configuration has been observed to exhibit a transition in

the time domain from a trivial phase configuration (positive coupling) to a frustrated

one (∆θ = ±2π/3) which correspond to single charged topological states of opposite

charge [14].

Here, we experimentally realise a unit cell of a triangular lattice, in other words four

polariton condensates in a rhombus configuration. The symmetry in the structures

implies that both pairs of condensate laying on one of the rhombus diagonal are al-

ways in-phase regardless the coupling sign. Therefore, the XY Hamiltonian reads

HXY = −J(4 cos(∆θ) − 1) where we neglect the interaction along the rhombus long

diagonal. If J is positive, the trivial solution represents the ground state, otherwise,

∆θ = π as in the square case. However, differently from the square unit cell, the rhom-

bus anti-ferromagnetic configuration generates frustration even in the first neighbours

approximation.

Figure 5.4 show the spin configuration, experimental results of the real-space photolumi-

nescence intensity at the energy of the condensate at condensation threshold and numeri-

cal simulation for a rhombus with lattice constants that lead to anti-ferromagnetic, ferro-

magnetic and the next anti-ferromagnetic coupling, respectively. The anti-ferromagnetic

configurations show a minimum at the centre of the rhombus, while the ferromagnetic

one shows a maximum.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 5.4: Spin configurations of rhombus polariton lattices. The columns
of images are as described in the caption of figure 5.3. The configurations
shown are some elementary building blocks of triangular lattices such as anti-
ferromagnetic (a,c) and ferromagnetic (b). The middle column images are sat-
urated at 0.5 to increase the fringe visibility. Figure taken from reference [2].

Random graph

Beyond solving the XY Hamiltonian for trivial cases, we test our platform on a disor-

dered graph of five vertices. We start with a three adjacent equilateral triangular cells

with anti-ferromagnetic coupling and then, we displace one of them out of position in

order to break the regularity of the structure. Figure 5.5 shows the spin configuration,

experimental results of the real-space tomography of the photoluminescence intensity

at the energy of the condensate at condensation threshold and numerical simulation

corresponding to this graph. For a periodic structure with only nearest neighbours in-

teraction, the XY Hamiltonian is minimised at HXY ∼ 3.86J with alternating winding

around each cell. The phase difference deviates from the ±2π/3 phase difference re-

ported for a single equilateral cell [14] due to the different level of connectivity of each

node. Breaking the symmetry leads to a different phase distribution while still main-

taining the winding around each cell. The analysis of the fringes on the experimental

image is the signature that the symmetry is explicty broken.

Extended polariton lattice

We dedicate this section to test the ability of our platform to search for the ground state

with increasing the number of vertices. Firstly, we study a extended square polariton
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(a) (b) (c)

10µm

Figure 5.5: Spin configurations of a random polariton graph. The columns of
images are as described in the caption of figure 5.3. The middle column images
are saturated at 0.5 to increase the fringe visibility. Figure taken from reference
[2].

lattices whose solution are known to be the same of a single unit cell previously discussed.

Figure 5.6 shows the experimental results of the normalised real- (top) and Fourier-space

(bottom) photoluminescence intensity at condensation threshold for 45 coupled conden-

sates arranged on a regular square grid. The lattice constants chosen here result in anti-

ferromagnetic, ferromagnetic and the next anti-ferromagnetic couplings respectively. In

Fourier-space, sharp peaks appears which is a signature of the degree of coherence of the

whole lattice in close analogy to Bragg peaks observed in X-ray scattering experiments.

Similar to the single square unit cell, the phase configuration ca be clearly distinguished

in real-space by counting the fringes parity between nearest neighbours. Alternatively,

the observation of a bright peak at k‖ = 0 in Fourier-space is a clearer and an equivalent

signature of ferromagnetic coupling, while an anti-ferromagnetic is characterised by four

bright peaks centred around k‖ = 0 in Fourier-space.

The results discussed so far prove that the injected polariton lattices under steady-

state excitation regime always condensate with the phase configuration that corresponds

to the minimum of the corresponding bespoken XY Hamiltonian. Going beyond 45

condensates is currently limited by our laser source and the overall efficiency of our

system. A possible route to overcome the power limitation is to switch to a pulse laser.

A pulse laser provides an higher peak power but it is broader than a continuous-wave

because of the Heisenberg principle and its output power strongly fluctuates due to mode

competition. As a result, the emission pattern gets more complicated and it evolves in

time/energy as already shown in reference [14].

We switched our laser source to a Ti:Sapphire pulsed laser with a pulse width of 200 fs

and a repetition rate of 80MHz to investigate a triangular polariton lattice. First, we

re-address a graph of three condensates arranged at the vertices of a equilateral trian-

gle, a polariton triad. Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b) show the experimental results of the

normalised real-space photoluminescence intensity at the energies of condensation above

condensation threshold. The lattice constant and power are chosen in order to observe

a transition in time/energy from positive to negative coupling as a consequence of the

relaxation time which causes a reduction of the condensation wavevector. In this case,

the tomographic images are obtained with the motorised-mirror method described in
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Figure 5.6: Real- (top) and Fourier-space (bottom) normalised photolumines-
cence intensity at condensation threshold of 45 polariton condensates. The lat-
tice constants chosen realises the anti-ferromagnetic (a,d), ferromagnetic (b,e)
and the next anti-ferromagnetic (c,f) configurations respectively. (a) is satu-
rated at 07, (b,c,f) are saturated at 0.3 and (d,e) are saturated at 0.5 to enhance
the fringes visibility. Figure taken from reference [2].

section 3.2.2. Similar to the previous case, the appearance of a maximum (minimum)

in the centre of the structure is a feature of ferromagnetic (anti-ferromagnetic) coupling

across the three condensates. Furthermore, we perform interferometric measurements

to directly measure the phase shift between nearest neighbours by using a stabilised

Michelson interferometer in retro-reflector geometry, as described in Reference [9]. In

particular, the interferometer is aligned so that (1) the pictures of the two arms overlap

with a displacement equal to half the distance between condensates as shown in figure

5.7(c) and (2) the fringes modulation occurs along the horizontal direction to achieve the

best spatial resolution. The dashed lines in figure 5.7(d) show the normalised intensity

profiles taken along the green line of figure 5.7(c) at the condensates energies correspond-

ing to Figures 5.7(a) and 5.7(b). The shift of the fringes maxima is the signature that

the two condensates change their relative phase which we calculated by fitting the pro-

files with a Gaussian multiply by a positive defined periodic oscillatory function (solid

lines). The condensates at the two condensation energies shows a change in the relative

phase of (1.2± 0.2)π which is consistent with the appearance of a pinned single-charged

vortex in the middle of the structure in figure 5.7(b), as previously observed in similar

experimental conditions on a different sample [14]. The displacement of the phase shift

from the theoretical expected value of ±2π/3 and its pinning can be attributed to a

small chirality induced in the pumping profile [163].
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Figure 5.7: Normalised real-space photoluminescence intensity at the energies
of condensation above condensation threshold for a polariton triad positively
(a) and negatively (b) coupled respectively. (c) Schematic representation of
the condensate position on the camera for the interferometric measurements.
Squares (circles) indicate the position of the condensates in the retro-reflector
(mirror) arm respectively. The red symbols indicates the condensates used to
extract the phase shift between the two energy configuration of the triad. (d)
Experimental profiles along the green lines in (c) (dashed lines) and fits (solid
lines) at the energies corresponding of (a) (red) and (b) (black) obtained with a
stabilised Michelson interferometry in a retro-reflector configuration. The shift
of the fringes maxima shows a change in the relative phase between the two
condensates of (1.2 ± 0.2)π consistent with the appearance of a pinned vortex
in the core of the structure in figure (b).

Afterwards, we investigate a triangular polariton lattice of 100 condensates and, due to

power limitation, we fed our pulsed laser into an amplifier system whose output has the

same spatial and spectral shapes but with a repetition rate of approximately 100KHz

and a roughly 100 times amplification of the peak power. Figure 5.8 shows the experi-

mental results of the normalised real- (left) and Fourier-space (right) photoluminescence

intensity at the energies of condensation above condensation threshold. The lattice con-

stant and power are chosen in order to observe a transition in time/energy from positive

to negative coupling as a consequence of the relaxation time which causes a reduction

of the condensation wavevector. In this case, the tomographic images are obtained with

the motorised-mirror method described in section 3.2.2 due to anisotropy of the Fabry-

Perot mirrors. Similar to the previous case of extended square lattice, it is more difficult
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to distinguish the phase configuration in real- than Fourier-space, where the appearance

of Bragg peaks and their position are a clear signature of both the coupling sign and

also of the real-space lattice symmetry.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

20µm 1µm−1

Figure 5.8: Real- (left) and Fourier-space (right) normalised photoluminescence
intensity above condensation threshold at the condensates energies. The lattice
constants chosen realises the next anti-ferromagnetic (a,b) and the next ferro-
magnetic (c,d). (a,c) are plotted in log colour scale and are lower saturated at
0.001, (b,d) are plotted in in linear colour scale and are upper saturated at 0.3.

5.5 Conclusions

In conclusions, we have theoretically proposed and experimentally demonstrated a new

platform to simulate the classical XY Hamiltonian which we have tested with different

1D and 2D structures. We have proved that the coupling sign can be tuned either by

the graph geometry and/or by the excitation profile of each node and different methods

to measure the solution of the required problem have been introduced which relay on

standard optical techniques. Furthermore, in comparison with annealing techniques, the
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bottom-up approach here proposed to find the ground state ensures to reach the global

minimum of the bespoken Hamiltonian without being trapped in local minima.

Some fundamental questions about our platform remains open requiring further work

to determine the fundamental computation power of our platform, i.e. upper limit of

coherently coupled vertices, level of connectivity and accuracy of finding the ground

state for complex coupling networks. Nevertheless, the optical approach for both input

and output is promising as it allows for tunable coupling strengths between vertices and

rapid scalability utilising mature semiconductor and photonic technologies.

5.6 Contributions and Publications

The experiments reported in this chapter have been carried out by the the author,

Dr. Pasquale Cilibrizzi, Dr. Alexis Askitopolos and Prof. Pavlos Lagoudakis. The

theoretical simulations have been performed by Kirill Kalinin and Prof. Natalia Berloff.

Where cited, data reported in this chapter have been published previously in Ref. [2].





Chapter 6

Vortices in polariton graphs

Quantised vortices (QVs) are fundamental topological objects which plays an important

role in frictionless fluidic phenomena. Indeed, the appearance of vortex lines has been

documented in rotating superfluid helium [164] and the formation in a lattice struc-

ture, the so-called Abrikosov lattice [165], lies at the heart of the partial Meissner effect

observed in high-temperature superconductors [166].

The achievement of Bose-Einstein condensation in atomic gases [39–41] has offered a

powerful tool to study superfluidity in an extremely clean and controlled environment

which has been soon followed by the observation of quantised vortices by means of

condensate stirring [167]. Multiple QVs are thermodynamically unstable in spinless,

macroscopic and homogeneous superfluids because the vortex energy scales quadratically

with the vortex charge, and therefore, they tends to break into arrays of single charged

vortices [168]. However, several scheme have been proposed to stabilised multiple QVS,

i.e. potential confinement stronger than harmonic one and fast rotation [169], but the

observation of multiple QVs remain elusive [170]. In addition, multiple QVs have been

reported in other superfluids, i.e. 3He [171] and mesoscopic superconductors [172], but

the experimental evidences are still not conclusive. Apart from quantised vortices that

exist on a non-zero background, a new class of vortices was introduced theoretically and

achieved experimentally in periodic photonic structures, the so-called discrete vortex

solitons (DVSs) [173, 174]. DVSs are exponentially localised bright solitons with a vortex

nested inside it and, contrary to optical vortices, they exist on a negligible background

[175]. By engineering the input laser phase profile, stationary DVSs have been observed

[176]. Similarly, topological charge can spontaneously occur either as excited or ground

state of ring networks with equal couplings across nearest neighbour nodes [177–179].

In these setting, the phase winding manifest itself only as a phase winding around these

sites and, therefore, it does not result in the formation of a nonlinear vortex.

In this chapter, I discuss the preliminary results in the realisation of a crossbreeds of

DVSs and giant vortices in a graph of polariton condensates. One one side, they shows

61
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a discrete phase different between nearest condensates as optical DVSs, but the phase

winding spontaneously forms under non-resonant excitation through bosonic stimula-

tion. In this respect, they are closer to vortices in atomic condensates but, as we

demonstrate, they do no require any rotation and even multiple charged vortices are

fully stabilised by the ballistic exchanged of polariton across sites.

6.1 Experimental method

The setup is described in section 5.1. Here, we consider polariton graphs where each node

occupies the vertex of a regular polygon. Figure 6.1 shows a schematic of the expected

density profile of an heptagon of polariton condensates with anti-ferromagnetic coupling.

Figure 6.1: Schematic density profile of an regular heptagon of polariton conden-
sates with anti-ferromagnetic coupling between its vertices. Within the inner
ring visible at the centre of the structure, a giant vortex occurs that is fully
contained within the inner ring. Figure taken from reference [4].

6.2 Theoretical description

The theoretical description is discussed in 5.2. The XY Hamiltonian for a regular

vertices polygon reads HXY = −mJ cos ∆θ where m is the number of vertices of the

polygon, J is the coupling between nearest neighbours and ∆θ is the phase difference

between any pair of nearest condensates. It is worth mentioning that polygon structures

are constrained by periodic boundary conditions.
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6.3 Regular polygons

As discussed in section 5.3, the coupling across polariton condensates is determined by

the adimensional parameter kcd, where kc is the condensation wavevector and d is the

condensate separation. It has already been shown that, under pulsed excitation and

for a fixed geometry, a polariton triad can exhibit a transition from ferromagnetic to

anti-ferromagnetic coupling which corresponds to a transition from the trivial phase

configuration to a topologically charged one [14]. This result has been reproduced as a

preliminary work at the beginning of my PhD and it is presented in section 5.4 . As we

are interested in stationary states, we engineer the coupling strength and sign by tuning

the distance across sites.

Firstly, we experimentally realise the ferromagnetic configuration for different polygons

where the trivial phase configuration minimises the corresponding XY Hamiltonian.

Figure 6.2 shows the experimental results of the real-space photoluminescence of fer-

romagnetic coupled polygons of even and odd number of vertices. The ferromagnetic

configuration is clearly distinguishable from the number of fringes between each con-

densate pair and by the appearance of a density maximum at the core of the structure.

10µm

(b) (c)(a)

(e) (f)(d)

Figure 6.2: Normalised real-space photoluminescence intensity at condensation
threshold for polygons of seven (a), height (b), nine (c), ten (d), eleven (e) and
seventeen (f) vertices ferromagnetic coupled. Figures are plotted in linear colour
scale saturated at 0.5 to enhance the fringes visibility. Figures 6.2(b) and 6.2(c)
taken from reference [4].
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Figure 6.3 shows the result of the numerical simulation for an octagon and a nonagon

polariton graph which corresponds to the experimental realisation of Figures 6.2(b)

and 6.2(c) proving a good agreement.

10µm

(a) (b)

Figure 6.3: Numerical simulation of the density profiles for polygons of 8 (a) and
9 (b) vertices ferromagnetic coupled corresponding to Figures 6.2(b) and 6.2(c).
Figure taken from reference [4].

Next, we tune the condensates separation to achieve anti-ferromagnetic coupling be-

tween nearest neighbours. Figure 6.4 summaries the experimental results and numerical

simulation for polygons with even number of vertices where the anti-phase configuration

minimises the corresponding XY Hamiltonian, in particular we investigate an octagon

and a decagon. As usual, the parity and symmetry of the fringes between any pair

of nearest neighbours in real-space (left column) is a clear manifestation of the anti-

ferromagnetic coupling across the structure. Furthermore, the phase configuration is

clearly distinguishable by the observation of a photoluminescence minimum at both the

centre of the structure in real-space and also at the centre of Fourier-space (central col-

umn). We note that Fourier-space is divided into circular sectors by nodal radial lines

crossing its centre. Therefore, as expected, this configuration does not correspond to the

formation of a vortex localised at the centre of the structure since the latter requires a

continuous flow of polaritons along a ring concentric to the polygon. In the right column,

we further prove the absence of a vortex in the middle of the structure by plotting the

velocity stream lines and the zeros of the real and imaginary parts of the numerically

evaluated wavefunction. Evidently, there is no velocity circulation around the centre.

In conclusions, we demonstrate that an even polygon anti-ferromagnetic coupled cannot

form a vortex in its core but this result does not prevents single quantised vortices to

appear away from the structure centre.

The most interesting configuration is predicted for a graph of polariton condensates anti-

ferromagnetic coupled arranged at the vertices of a regular polygon with an odd number

of vertices. In this case, the system is frustrated because the anti-phase configuration is

not self-consistent due to the periodic boundary condition. As a consequence, the phase
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Figure 6.4: Experimental real- (left) and Fourier-space (centre) normalised pho-
toluminescence intensity at condensation threshold for an octagon (top) and a
decagon (bottom) with anti-ferromagnetic coupling between nearest neighbours.
(right) Corresponding numerically evaluated velocity stream-lines and zeros of
the real and imaginary parts of the wavefunction (red and black solid lines).The
black filled area in (e,f) indicates the areas where the polariton density is less
than 10−5 of its maximum. (a,b) are plotted in linear colour scale saturated at
0.2 and 0.25 respectively, and (c,d) are plotted in logarithmic scale saturated at
0.005 and 0.03 respectively to enhance the fringes visibility. Figure taken from
reference [4].

configuration that minimised the corresponding XY Hamiltonian is topologically non-

trivial with a charge of ±(m−1)/2 where m is the number of the vertices of the polygon.

Figure 6.5 summarised the experimental measurements and theoretical simulations for

seven (top row), nine (middle row) and eleven (bottom row) condensates respectively

arranged at the vertices of regular polygons at condensation threshold. Similar to figure

6.4, both real- (left column) and Fourier-space (central column) bring about the signa-

tures of anti-ferromagnetic coupling but they show some differences. In particular, we

observe no radial nodal lines in Fourier-space and the density minimum at the centre

or real space is surrounded by a bring and continuos ring which are both signature of

the formation of vortices in the middle of the structure. As before, we plot in the right

column the corresponding velocity stream-lines and the zeros of the real and imagi-

nary parts of the numerically evaluated wavefunction that show the velocity circulation

around the structure core.

Our experimental observation and numerical simulations provide a preliminary evidence

for the presence of multiple charged vortices of winding number ±3, ±4 and ±5 in

the core of a heptagon, nonagon and hendecagon polariton graph respectively. In the
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Figure 6.5: Realisation of heptagon, octagon and nonagon in a polariton graph.
The columns of images are as described in the caption of figure 6.4. (a,c) are
saturated at 0.2 and 0.5 respectively, (d-f) are plotted in a logarithmic colour
scale and are saturated at 0.01, 0.02 and 0.025 respectively to enhance the fringe
visibility. Figure taken from reference [4].

following, we provide further proofs on support of our claim by resolving the spatial phase

distribution around the vortex core using off-axis digital holography [71]. Therefore, we

measure the interference pattern of the vortex core with a reference phase profile in a

stabilised Mach-Zehnder interferometer where we use as reference phase one condensates

forming the structure tenfold magnified. It is worth remember that the ground state of

these structures is two-fold degenerate corresponding to the formation of a vortex or an

anti-vortex. Whereas vortex formation stochastically results in clock- or anti-clockwise

winding of the phase across our polygon, we are expected to record an average of them

as the acquisition time is much longer than the polariton coherence time. However,

any chirality in the excitation pattern and/or any anisotropic defect in the polariton

flow may pin vortices in one of the two directions. Figure 6.6 shows the experimental

results (1st and 3rd rows) and numerical simulations (2nd and 4th rows) for the case

of a heptagon (1st and 2nd rows) and a nonagon (3rd and 4th rows). The interference
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patterns, the extracted phase profiles obtained by off-axis digital holography inside the

white dashed square as illustrated in the first column and the phase extracted along the

green circles illustrated in the central column are shown in the left, central and right

columns respectively. Eventually, our measurements, corroborated by our numerical

results, provide further insights but not conclusive that we observe an averaged vortex

of multiplicity 3 in the centre of our heptagon and a pinned vortex of multiplicity 4 for

our nonagon.
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Figure 6.6: First column: experimental (1st and 3rd rows) and theoretical (2nd
and 4th rows) interference patterns of the vortex core of an heptagon (1st and
2nd rows) and of a nonagon (3rd and 4th rows) with one of its condensates
tenfold magnified obtained in a stabilised Mach-Zehnder interferometry. Cen-
tral column: extracted phase obtained by off-axis digital holography inside the
dashed white square illustrated in the first column. Right column: phase ex-
tracted along the green circle which encloses the structure centre as illustrated
in the central column. Each phase in the graphs on the right column is colour
coded to colour scale of the phase map. (c,f) shows six π step-like jumps in the
phase profile which is consistent with the observation of a averaged vortices of
opposite charge. (i,l) shows a more gradual change of the phase profile along
the azimuthal direction which may be associated to a pin vortices of charge 4.
Figure taken from reference [4].
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6.4 Conclusions

In conclusions, we have presented the study of polygons of polariton condensates with

both ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic coupling. We have demonstrated, as ex-

pected, that the all condensates are in-phase phase when the nearest neighbours cou-

pling is ferromagnetic regardless of the polygon type and that even polygons anti-

ferromagnetic coupled do not lead to the formation of vorticity because the structure

lacks of frustration. We have also provided the first preliminary results concerning the

formation of stable, spontaneous and multiple charged QVs driven by geometrical frus-

tration in odd polygon anti-ferromagnetic coupled. It is fairly to say that the results

obtained so far are not conclusive concerning the observation of QVs as neither the in-

terferometry measurements are clear enough, nor a complete study and understanding

has been done to justify the appearance of a pinned or unpinned QV.

It is worth mentioning that m different solutions satisfy the periodic boundary condi-

tion of a polygon of m vertices and they are characterised by a phase shift between

nearest neighbours of 2πn/m where n is an integer. Therefore, any polygon can sus-

tain topologically charged solution but most solutions does not represents a maximum

of the polariton density which is the driven mechanism of our system. A possible and

fascinating route to unlock such configurations would be a more complex engineer of the

coupling terms which can be achieved by exploiting the spin degree of freedom and/or

by engineer a non-negligible next neighbours interaction.

6.5 Contributions and Publications

The experiments reported in this chapter have been carried out by the the author, Julian

Töpfer and Prof. Pavlos Lagoudakis. The theoretical simulations have been performed

by Kirill Kalinin and Prof. Natalia Berloff. Some data reported in this chapter are

currently under peer review, Ref. [4].



Chapter 7

Polariton dyad coupling

A polariton graph is a set of spatially separated condensates which are divided in two

classes: those where polariton condensates are spatially confined and those where they

can freely expand in the cavity plane. Coupling between confined condensates occurs

though quantum tunneling, i.e. Josephson coupling between two nearby defect sites [12].

Spatially confined polariton graphs have been intensively studied in regular structures

using different photon confinement methods such as intracavity mesas [180, 181], etching

micropillars [182, 183] and changes of the photonic boundary conditions via deposition

of a metallic epilayer mesh [184–188]. Alongside these fabrication methods, the strong

inter-particles interaction of polaritons enables to imprint arbitrary and reconfigurable

trapping potentials by exploiting the optical malleability of the potential landscape felt

by polaritons. When the potential landscape is made of spatially separated spots ar-

ranged in a close loop, as the nearest neighbours separation is increased, the system

undergoes a geometry-driven phase transition switching from the formation of a single

trapped condensate in the middle of the structure to a coherent phase locking of multiple

condensates [15]. In the trapping regime, the interaction between trapped condensates

is governed by Josephson coupling mechanism which -with an appropriate choice of

the excitation condition- induces a stable spin correlation between confined condensates

[189, 190]. For separation distances above the criticality for polariton trapping, each

condensate arranges its phase to maximise the total density of polaritons through stim-

ulated relaxation and -under pulse excitation- different phase configurations can manifest

themselves during the relaxation process on a few picoseconds timescale [14].

In chapters 5 and 6, I have presented the mapping of the XY Hamiltonian to a bespo-

ken freely expanding polariton graph. Up to now, we have studied regular structures

where the nearest neighbours approximation holds and all the coupling terms are equal,

namely Jij = J ∀ i, j. Therefore, the phase configuration is completely determines by

the coupling sign regardless its magnitude. However, engineering a complex network of

couplings is necessary for mapping high-complexity optimisation tasks [191].

69
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In this chapter, I present a detailed study of the coupling mechanism between two

spatially separated polariton condensates, hereafter referred to as a polariton dyad, in

the absence of a potential barrier. Here, we propose a method to quantify the dyad

coupling energy which represents an essential ingredient to develop a recipe of how to

map the optimisation problem of interest to its corresponding polariton graph. Lastly,

I also discuss some preliminary results about how to exploit the polariton spin degree

of freedom to further engineer the coupling network in a polariton graph.

7.1 Experimental method

The setup is described in section 5.1. Firstly, we consider a polariton graph made of two

co-circularly polarised, identical and radially symmetric Gaussian profiles for a set of

relative distances from 7.5µm to 47µm. At the end of the chapter, we study the dyad

coupling at a fix distance as a function of the polarisation of one of the two Gaussian

profile. The latter measurements have been performed using the extended arm of the

setup shown in figure 3.9.

7.2 Theoretical description

The theoretical description is discussed in section 5.2. The XY Hamiltonian for a

polariton dyad is simply HXY = −J cos ∆θ where J is the dyad coupling and ∆θ is the

phase difference of the two condensates forming the dyad. As discussed in section 5.3,

the system symmetry limits the phase configuration to be either zero, if J > 0, or π, if

J < 0.

7.3 Dyad coupling

We investigate the sign and strength of coupling across a polariton dyad by record-

ing both real- and Fourier-space images at condensation threshold for a continuously

varying separation distance in the range from 7.5µm to 47µm where we observe 19

abrupt alternations between in-phase and anti-phase phase configuration as it was pre-

viously observed in reference [14] but now in the steady state regime. During these

measurements, we fix the excitation density to the condensation density for the longest

separation distance we can observe coherent coupling across a dyad, here 47µm. Figure

7.1 shows three snapshots of the real- and Fourier-space intensity profiles (top) and their

corresponding numerical simulations (bottom) for separation distances which -with the

usual mapping of the condensates relative phases to classical spins- corresponding to
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anti-ferromagnetic, ferromagnetic and next anti-ferromagnetic coupling. The phase con-

figuration is clearly distinguishable both in real- and Fourier-space as already discussed

in section 5.3.
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Figure 7.1: Upper row: Experimental real (a,c,e) and Fourier (b,d,f) space nor-
malized intensities for polariton dyads at separation distances equal to 7.5µm
(a-b), 10.9µm (c-d) and 13.4µm (e-f) between the two condensates. Figures
a-c-e and b-d-f are saturated respectively at 0.2 and 0.3 to enhance the pattern
visibility. The solid white lines correspond to the horizontal integrated inten-
sity profiles extracted from the regions delimited by the white dashed lines. In
real space the parity of the interference fringes between the two condensates
is correlated with the phase configuration of the dyad: AF for an even num-
ber of fringes (a,e), or F for an odd number (c). In Fourier space, the profiles
show respectively a minimum (maximum) at k=0 for the AF (F) configuration
(b,d,f). Lower row: Real and Fourier space time-integrated results of numer-
ical simulations of the cGL equations at separation distances equal to 6.5µm
(g-h), 8.5µm (i-j) and 10.5µm (k-l). Figure taken from reference [3].

Upon non-resonant excitation, polariton states are populated though the relaxation pro-

cess and, as a by-product, the exciton reservoir is formed as well. For separation distance

above the trapping criticality, condensation occurs where the exciton density is maxi-

mum. Therefore, due to the strong inter-particles interaction, condensed polaritons sit

on top of a potential hill whose height scales predominantly with the exciton density

[137]. While the exciton cloud is strongly localised at the pumping site due to the ex-

citon heavy mass, condensate polaritons ballistically expand away from the pumping

area converting their potential energy into kinetic one. In the case of a polariton dyad,

freely expanding polaritons from either condensates act as a source to one another.

With increasing separation distance, the relative strength of the mutual resonant pump-

ing decays exponentially due to the cavity lifetime, τ , while the sign of the coupling

is expected to switch sinusoidally due to the ballistic nature of the expansion. Thus,

the dyad coupling, J , is expected to scales as J ∝ exp(−t/τ) cos(ω̃ t + φ), where t is

the time of flight from one condensate to the other and ω is a constant that depends

on the dynamics of the polariton motion. The time of flight can be evaluated from

t = 1
2

∫ x2

x1

√
2m∗

E−V (x) , where m∗ is the polariton effective mass, xi is the position of the
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i-th condensate, E and V (x) are respectively the total and potential energy of polari-

tons. Figure 7.2(a) shows the calculated time of flight as a function of the product of

the condensates wavevector, kc, and the condensates separation, d = |x1−x2|, obtained

by numerical integration where E = ~2k2c/2m∗, m∗ is obtained by a parabolic fitting

of the experimental dispersion in the linear regime and V (x) = E × f(x) where f(x)

is approximated by the experimental real-space intensity profile along the dyad axis,

i.e. solid white lines in figure 7.1(a). Due to the accelerated motion of polariton prop-

agating in a non-constant potential landscape, the time of flight results approximately

proportional to kcd, as shown in figure 7.2(a). Therefore, we expect a function depen-

dence of J = J(kcd) ∝ exp(−γkcd)× cos(ωkcd+ φ). Remarkably, the coupling obtained

numerically by means of equation 5.1 results in good agreement with the just derived

phenomenologically functional behaviour, as it is shown in figure. 7.2(b).
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Figure 7.2: (a) Polariton dyad time of flight numerically evaluated (red square)
and corresponding linear fit (black line) as a function of kcd. Polariton dyad
coupling numerically evaluated by solving equation 5.1 (solid lines). The blue
line corresponds to the case where the dyad emission in Fourier-space is a delta
function, the red lines corresponds to the case where the dyad wavefunction is
approximated as the sum of two single condensate wavefunctions as discussed
in section 5.2 which results nicely fitted by an oscillating exponential function
(black dashed line). Figure taken from reference [3].

In the following, we keep the condensate wavevector virtually constant by retaining the

two Gaussian intensity profiles unchanged, while changing the separation distance be-

tween the two pump spots. We record dispersion images for the full range of separation

distances, where we observe coherent coupling, ranging from 7.5µm to 47µm. Fig-

ures 7.3(a) and 7.3(b) show the dispersion images for separation distance of 7.5µm and

47µm. Figure 7.3(c) shows the normalised energy profiles of Figures 7.3(a) and 7.3(b)

integrated over
∣∣k‖∣∣ < 1.28µm−1, where we resolve an energy shift of approximately

250µeV . Figure 7.3(d) shows the complete set of the normalised profiles of the dis-

persion images along k‖ integrated over E = 1.4478 eV ± 0.4meV , where we observe a

minimal change of kc vs separation distance. At the same time we note the alternation
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of ferromagnetic/anti-ferromagnetic coupling characterised by a maximum/minimum of

the intensity at k‖ = 0 respectively.
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Figure 7.3: Normalised dyad dispersion images at a separation distances of
7.5µm (a) to 47µm (b). The colour scales are both logarithmic and saturated
at 0.001. (a) corresponds to the AF phase configuration shown in Figures 7.1(a)
and 7.1(b). The solid lines are the spectra integrated over

∣∣k‖∣∣ < 1.28µm−1,
the area delimited by the dashed lines in figure (a). (c) Normalized integrated
spectra comparison (markers): the photoluminescence emission of (a) is red-
shifted of approximately 250µeV in respect to (b). The solid lines are guides for
the eye. (d) Normalised Fourier-space profiles as a function of kcd integrated
over E = 1.4478 eV ± 0.4meV , the area delimited by the dotted lines in (b).
The colour scale is linear and the image is not saturated. The observation of
a maximum (minimum) at k = 0 indicates ferromagnetic (anti-ferromagnetic)
coupling across the dyad. Figure taken from reference [3].

Experimentally, we observe an exponential growth of the dyad energy, E(kcd), which

saturates at E(∞) = 1.4479 eV corresponding to a dyad whose coupling is negligible.

Therefore, we define the coupling amplitude for a dyad of separation distance d as

|J | = E(∞)− E(kcd) (7.1)

where E(kcd) is calculated with a Gaussian fit of the energy profiles obtained as in

figure 7.3(c). Figure 7.4(a) shows the amplitude of the dyad coupling as a function
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of kcd using equation 7.1 which reveals an oscillatory decay in agreement with the

expected functional form but the oscillations amplitude is reduced. The black lines are

fitting curves resulting in γ = 0.05± 0.005 and ω = 1.1± 0.1. As previously discussed,

the sign of the coupling determines the dyad configuration and it depends only on the

sign of the cosine function. When β = kcd + φ = ±π/2, the coupling is expected to

annihilate but the experimental β broadens due to the finite emission linewidth, ∆k

and the finite dimension of the condensates, ∆d, so that every dyad configuration is the

average of different β weighted on the corresponding polariton population. In this light,

a dyad configuration is experimentally well defined when cos(β) has a defined sign for

β = (k±∆k)(d±∆d)+φ, otherwise the state is a mixture of the in-phase and anti-phase

configurations. In particular, when β is centred at ±π/2, polaritons evenly contribute

to both configurations preventing the experimental oscillation to reach the zero line.
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Figure 7.4: Experimentally amplitude of the coupling strength, |J |, (red points)
as a function of kcd calculated by mean of equation 7.1.The exponential fit
results in a decay constant of 0.05±0.005. The inset is a zoomed region showing
the oscillating trend of the curve with a oscillating frequency of 1.1± 0.1. The
light red filled region include the error bars for each point. Error-bars are
calculated as, ∆E(kcd) =

√
δE2

1 + δE2
2 where δE1 is the digital resolution of

the spectrometer, here 35µeV , and δE2 is the fitting error of E(kcd). Black point
corresponds to the experimental configurations in Figure 7.1. Figure taken from
reference [3].

In a polariton device under non-resonant excitation, the exciton density grows linearly

with the excitation power up to the threshold value for polariton condensation at which

it stops growing and remains constant [86]. In the vicinity of the condensation thresh-

old, the emission energy of a polariton condensate is predominantly determined by the

exciton density [137]. Therefore, the change of the dyad emission energy has to be di-

rectly linked to a variation of the exciton density as the excitation power has been kept

constant throughout the experiment. By equation 5.1, the number of polaritons in a

dyad is the sum of the number of polaritons without coupling, 2N0, and the coupling
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contribution, J cos ∆θ. Thus, regardless of the sign and strength of J , either the in-

phase or the anti-phase configuration determines a particle number higher than 2N0.

As such, the coupling mechanism causes an enhancement of the scattering rate from the

reservoir to the condensates due to its bosonic stimulation nature which determines a

decrease of the emission energy at small separation when the coupling is stronger.

7.4 Dyad spin coupling

Upon non-resonant excitation, polariton condensates spontaneously build-up a polari-

sation vector [9] which can be understood either by a polarisation pinning mechanism

[192], or by an incomplete relaxation of the QW excitons during the energy relaxation

process [193]. In the latter case, it is evident that a polarised reservoir favours the forma-

tion of a spinor condensates of the same polarisation. In particular, circularly polarised

light leads to the formation of a polarised condensate co-circular with the excitation

beam, while linear polarised light leads to the formation of polarised condensate where

the polarisation axis is stochastically chosen at each realisation [194, 195]. The different

behaviour for a linearly and circularly polarised excitation can be attributed polarisation

dependent efficiency of the spin relaxation mechanism [196].

This section is dedicated to investigate the dyad coupling at a fixed distance as a function

of the polarisation of one of the two condensate. Therefore, since we want to study

between condensates with a known and bespoken spin state, it is favourable to use

circularly polarised light for each graph node as the corresponding polariton condensate

polarisation is directly related to the pump polarisation. In particular, one condensate

is always kept left circularly polarised, while the polarisation of the second is smoothly

tuned by means of a T-SLM between right to left circular following an equi-azimuthal

trajectory on the Poincare sphere as discussed in figure 3.8.

Firstly, we measure the Stokes parameters, S1,2,3(x, y) as defined in equation 3.8, for a

single condensate as a function of the excitation polarisation. Figures 7.5(a) and 7.5(b)

show the spatially resolved circular Stokes component, S3(x, y), for right (a) and left

(b) circular polarised excitation profile. At the condensate centre, the Stokes parameter

reaches its maximum modulus of 0.80 corresponding to a 90% circular polarised light

which has been inherited by the excitation source. Figure 7.5(c) shows that the averaged

S3 over a circular region of 2µm around the condensate centre remains constant up to 1.5

times the threshold power for condensation. On the contrary, figure 7.5(d) shows that

an average zero polarisation is observed at any excitation power when the excitation

laser is horizontal or vertical polarised. It is worth mentioning that this results does

not imply the existence of a non-polarised condensate but rather a vanishing mean

spin due and ensemble average on 105 experimental realisations, as already observed in

references[194, 195]. In addition, the amount of power that is coupled into the cavity
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does not depends on the polarisation as we do not observe a significant change neither

in the photoluminescence nor in the condensation wavevector.
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Figure 7.5: Measured real-space spatially resolved circular Stokes component of
a single polariton condensate at condensation threshold non-resonantly pumped
with a right (a) and left (b) circularly polarised pump. (c,d) Stokes parameters,
S1,2,3, of the condensation emission averaged within a circular region of radius
2µm around the condensate’s centre as a function of power for right (red sym-
bols) and left (blue symbols) pump polarisation. (d) Same as (c) but red (blue)
symbols corresponds to horizontal (vertical) pump polarisation. The horizontal
dashed lines in (c) correspond to S3 = ±0.7.

Up to now, the excitation profiles has been homogeneously polarised and therefore,

polariton wavefunction can be described as a scalar function neglecting its spinor nature,

ψ(r, t). However, the most general polariton state is a linear combination of ±1 spin

states, (ψ+(r, t), ψ−(r, t)). Theoretically, equation 5.1 can be applied each component

of the spinor wavefunction with an appropriate redefinition of the potential terms which

takes into account the interaction of condensed polaritons with both co- and cross-

polarised species. The ratio between the interaction strength of co- and cross-polarised

particles is specified by a parameter α. In particular, α is expected to be negative which

indicates a repelling force between co-polarised particles, otherwise attractive [197] and

its modulus is expected to be lower than 1 due to spin anisotropy of the exciton-exciton

interaction exchange interaction [196]. It is important to notice that α plays a crucial

role in the dyad spin coupling because it couples the evolution of the two components

of the spinor wavefunction.

We investigate the spin coupling in a polariton dyad with separation distance of 14µm.

Figures 7.6(a) to 7.6(d) show the real- and Fourier-space of a left co-circularly (a,b) and

cross-circularly (c,d) polarised polariton dyad respectively. We observe a transition from

ferromagnetic to anti-ferromagnetic coupling considering the fringes parity in real-space

and the presence of a maximum or minimum at k‖ = 0 in Fourier-space. Nevertheless,
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the outer ring in figure 7.6(d) still reveals a remaining contribution of the ferromagnetic

configuration which can be attributed to the fact that each condensate is not 100%

circularly polarised due to technical limitation and the spin relaxation mechanism. The

dotted lines in Figures 7.6(a) and 7.6(b) are located on top of the fringes maxima as a

guide for the eyes and are replicated in Figures 7.6(e) and 7.6(f). Figures 7.6(e) to 7.6(h)

show the real- and Fourier-space circular Stokes parameter of a left co-circularly (e,f)

and cross-circularly (g,h) polarised polariton dyad respectively. Figures 7.6(e) and 7.6(g)

show similar features to Figures 7.6(e) and 7.6(g) but the visibility of the interference

patterns is now higher than 0.5. The profile in figure 7.6(e) shows two maxima of

S3 = 0.8 located on top of condensates’ position. On the contrary, the profile in figure

7.6(f) shows that the highest polarisation is displaced from the actual condensates’

position by 1.5µm each into the structure centre. Moreover, the intensity maxima of

the fringes in figure 7.6(b) coincide with zero lines of S3. In addition, outside the dyad

structure, S3 has an opposite sign from the closest condensate. In other words, even

though the closest condensates is left-circular polarised, there is a net flux of polariton

of opposite polarisation outside the dyad. This effect, which may seems surprising at fist

glance, could be possible attributed by to spin-dependent directional flow of polariton

due to the polarisation inhomogeneity of the excitation profile. Indeed, figure 7.6(h)

shows a strong polarisation dependent of motion in agreement with our interpretation.

7.5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have developed a method to experimental measure the coupling strength

across the nodes of a freely expanding polariton condensates graph. We have demon-

strated how the phase coupling mechanism causes a shift in the polariton emission

energy up to 250µeV . We have proved that graph nodes can be coherently coupled up

to macroscopic distances and that the coupling can be tuned within a wide range of both

sign and strength offering the possibility to design polariton graphs whose correspond-

ing optimisation task is considerable complex. Furthermore, we have also introduced

how to control the coupling by exploiting the polariton spin which promises to further

increase the complexity of the coupling network but it is yet to be explored whether and

how a system of coupled polariton spinor condensates can effectively be mapped onto an

analogue spin Hamiltonian. In this prospect, a more detailed interferometric study and

a generalisation of our theoretical description is required to complete our understanding

about the dyad spin coupling.
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Figure 7.6: From left to right: real-space, Fourier-space, real-space circular
Stokes component and Fourier-space circular Stokes component intensity map
for a left co-polarised (top) and cross-polarised (bottom) dyad with separation
distance of 14µm. The solid lines are profiles integrated over the region delim-
ited by the dashed lines. The dotted lines in the 1st and 3rd column lies on top
of the fringes maxima of the figure of the real-space intensity profile. Images
are saturated as indicated to enhance the fringes visibility. Figure taken from
reference [5].

7.6 Contributions and Publications

The experiments reported in this chapter have been carried out by the the author and

Julian D. Töpfer. The theoretical simulations of figure 7.1 have been performed by Kirill

Kalinin and Prof. Natalia Berloff. Where cited, data reported in this chapter have been

published previously in Ref. [3, 5].
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Conclusions and outlooks

The perfection of semiconductor growth techniques has made possible achievement of

the strong coupling of light with matter in semiconductor microcavities. As such, pho-

tonic and excitonic eigenstates hybridise forming polaritons, an extremely light and

strongly-interacting bosonic quasi-particle whose properties can be tuned by scanning

the exciton-cavity detuning. After the first observation of light-matter strong coupling

[7], much interest has raised in polariton systems due to their inherited non-linearity and

non-parabolic dispersion which allow to trigger fascinating scattering processes [198].

Furthermore, polaritons have been shown to undergo a density-driven phase transition

to a macroscopically occupied state with long-range phase coherence [9]. This phe-

nomenon is associated to the formation of a polariton condensate which differs from

classical BEC due to the strong inter-particle interaction and its non-equilibrium na-

ture. The strong interaction of polaritons with the exciton reservoir provides a strong

optical malleability of the potential landscape felt by polariton. In particular, in the

case of tightly focused excitation profiles, the resulting anti-trapping potential causes a

radial and ballistic outflow of polaritons away from the pumped area [86]. Therefore, im-

printing multiple spatially separated condensates, a polariton graph, leads to a coherent

exchange of particles. As a consequence of the noticeable interactions across neighbour-

ing condensates, a polariton graph arranges its phase configuration to maximise the

number of particles [14].

The work discussed in this thesis proposes and demonstrates polariton graph as a new

system for simulating universal spin models. Moreover, as spin models can describe

both physical spin system but also optimisation tasks, polariton graphs offer a promis-

ing platform to solve the quest of the optimum solution of a vast variety of optimisation

problems. The main results are summarised in the following: in chapter 3, I discuss the

optical techniques to both optically imprint a bespoken polariton graph and to read-out

its phase configuration. In particular, the use of two combined SLMs is demonstrated

to enable the imprinting of any polariton graph with single-node polarisation control.

Then, different techniques are illustrated to optically read-out the polariton graph phase
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configuration under steady-state excitation. In addition, tomographic techniques are dis-

cussed to measure the time/energy evolution of the polariton graph phase configuration

under pulsed excitation. Ultimately, a full description of the sample is provided. In

chapter 4, the first observation of polariton condensation is reported in a strain compen-

sated structure with InGaAs quantum wells. The resulting low density of defects is an

essential ingredient to prove that scalability for a polariton-based simulator as it sets an

upper-limit to the largest polariton graph coherently coupled. In addition, the material

choice enables to work in transmission-like geometry simplifying the engineering of a

graph with a complex network of coupling. In chapter 5, I presented both the theoret-

ical frameworks and the experimental realisations of mapping a polariton graph to the

classical XY Hamiltonian under both steady-state and pulsed excitation. The platform

has been tested with graphs of different geometry and dimensionality. In chapter 6,

polariton graphs are also presented as an alternative route to create stable, spontaneous

and irrotational quantised vortices of arbitrary multiplicity. However, the experimental

features presented here are not conclusive yet. In chapter 7, a detailed study of the

coupling mechanism is presented proving coherent coupling over macroscopic distances

and a large tunability range of the coupling. In addition, a method to quantify and mea-

sure the coupling across a condensate pair is proposed and demonstrated. Eventually,

interaction between cross-polarised polariton dyad is presented where it is shown that

two phase configurations are accessible by tuning the polarisation of each pump beam.

However, a direct measurement of the spinor condensate’s phase distribution is more

complex and yet to be performed.

The presented work introduces polaritons as a new promising platform to simulations

which offers application-oriented advantages over similar systems based on ultra-cold

atomic gases in optical lattice [151] or network of coupled lasers [152]. Polariton conden-

sates can be optically imprinted in any 2D graph with arbitrary polarisation distribution

by using SLMs and a single focused beam. The coupling network can be tuned within

a wide range of both signs and strengths both by tailoring the graph geometry, over-

all excitation density and by engineering each node’s profile and polarisation. Optical

read-out relies on standard optical techniques and it is continuous provided by photons

leaking out of the cavity due to the polaritons finite lifetime enabling in-situ character-

isation of polariton graphs. In addition, contrary to coupled laser network, polariton

devices may operate in single-mode regime avoiding mode competition as they are based

on microcavities. As such, they can stable operate near condensation threshold enabling

the bottom-up approach to search for the ground states with no requirement for anneal-

ing. Furthermore, the state of the art polariton devices already operate at temperatures

much higher than atomic BEC ones and, in addition, the ongoing development of new

materials is heading towards the establishment of room temperature polariton conden-

sates [10] and even the potentiality for electrical injection [11].

In conclusions, polariton graphs is an appealing platform for performing simulations
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due to its optical read-out, rapid scalability and single site control. Nevertheless, more

work needs to be done to understand its intrinsic limitation and to push the system to

its limits, i.e. graph size upper-limit, upper-limit of the coupling network complexity

and accuracy of finding the ground state. In an hypothetical road map, I would priori-

tise further understanding of the coupling across cross-polarised condensates concerning

both theory and experiments. The next step can be to imprint a complex network of

couplings and to validate the experimental solution with the results inefficiently calcu-

lated with a computer. Afterwards, future works include expanding the graph measuring

the coherence between nodes as a function of their physical distances to established a

graph size upper-limit and to determine if it depends on the graph geometry and on the

complexity of the coupling network. Furthermore, there is still a lack of understanding

about how the the energy gap of the XY Hamiltonian scales with the coupling net-

work complexity. Eventually, the accuracy of the platform should be tested considering

problems of interest, i.e. the travelling salesman or its simplified version of the knight

problem [199].





Appendix A

Transfer matrix code

Matlab transfer matrix code used to calculate the reflectivity spectrum of Figures 2.1,

2.2 and 2.4.

c0=299792458;

lambda0=858;

nSub=3.5;

nL=1.9;

nH=2.3;

nCin=3.5;

nQW=3.6;

dQW=10;

G0=2*10^13;

w0=2*pi*c0/lambda0*10^9;

g=7*10^10;

dL=lambda0/nL/4;

dH=lambda0/nH/4;

dCin=lambda0/nCin/2;

N=20;

lambda=760:0.01:960;

structure=2;

for mm=1:length(lambda)

L(mm)=exp(1i*(2*pi)/(lambda(mm))*nL*dL);
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H(mm)=exp(1i*(2*pi)/(lambda(mm))*nH*dH);

Cin(mm)=exp(1i*(2*pi)/(lambda(mm))*nCin*dCin);

r_QW(mm)=1i*G0/(w0-2*pi*c0/lambda(mm)*10^9-1i*(G0+g));

t_QW(mm)=1+r_QW(mm);

RR_QW(mm)=abs(r_QW(mm))^2;

IinDBRtop=[1 1;-nL nL]^(-1)*[1 1;-1 1];

DBRtop=[L(mm) 0;0 conj(L(mm))]*[1 1;-nH nH]^(-1)*[1 1;-nL nL]*

*[H(mm) 0;0 conj(H(mm))]*[1 1;-nL nL]^(-1)*[1 1;-nH nH];

IinCav=([1 1;-nL nL]^(-1)*[1 1;-nH nH])^(-1)*([1 1;-nCin nCin]^(-1)*

*[1 1;-nH nH]);

Cav=[Cin(mm) 0;0 conj(Cin(mm))];

QW=1/t_QW(mm)*[t_QW(mm)^2-r_QW(mm)^2 r_QW(mm);-r_QW(mm) 1];

CavQW=Cav*QW*Cav;

IoutCav=([1 1;-nH nH]^(-1)*[1 1;-nCin nCin]);

DBRbottom=[H(mm) 0;0 conj(H(mm))]*[1 1;-nL nL]^(-1)*[1 1;-nH nH]*

*[L(mm) 0;0 conj(L(mm))]*[1 1;-nH nH]^(-1)*[1 1;-nL nL];

IoutDBRbottom=([1 1;-nH nH]^(-1)*[1 1;-nL nL])^(-1)*[1 1;-1 1]^(-1)*

*[1 1;-nL nL];

if structure==0

matrix=IinDBRtop*DBRtop^N*IoutDBRbottom;

elseif structure==1

matrix=IinDBRtop*DBRtop^N*IinCav*Cav*IoutCav*DBRbottom^N*

*IoutDBRbottom;

elseif structure==2

matrix=IinDBRtop*DBRtop^N*IinCav*CavQW*IoutCav*DBRbottom^N*

*IoutDBRbottom;

end

R(mm)=abs(matrix(2,1))^2/abs(matrix(1,1))^2;

T(mm)=abs((matrix(1,1))^(-1))^2;

end

plot(lambda,R,’LineWidth’,2)
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Phase retrieval code

Igor Pro code used to calculate the phase pattern for the R-SLM.

#pragma rtGlobals=3

#include <functionprofiling>

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

// Author Matteo Silva

// Date 2015, 11th of May

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

Menu "Matteo"

SubMenu "SLM"

"Test Pattern/6",TestPattern()

"Test Pattern - HS/S6",HS_TestPattern()

"Hologram - Alg./5",SpatialLightModulator(0)

"Set of Holograms - Alg./S5",SpatialLightModulator(1)

"Hologram - ES/7",ExactSolution(0)

"Set of images - ES/S7",ExactSolution(1)

"Holoeye Lattice/9",SetHSL(0)

"Set of Holoeye Lattice/S9",SetHSL(1)

end

end

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

function Optimization()

BeginFunctionProfiling()

ExactSolution(0)

ExactSolution(1)
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SpatialLightModulator(0)

SpatialLightModulator(1)

EndFunctionProfiling()

end

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

Function TestPattern()

SetDataFolder root:Holography

Wave Source,Hologram,IntOut

Wave/C Ein,Eout

Ein=sqrt(Source)*Exp(Cmplx(0,Hologram))

FFT/Dest=Eout Ein

IntOut=MagSqr(Eout)

DoWIndow Test

DoWIndow/F Test

SetDataFolder root:

End

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

Function HS_TestPattern()

ImageLoad/T=rpng/Q/N=Hologram/G

Wave Hologram

make/N=(1920,1920)/O Source,IO,Holo

make/N=(1920,1920)/O/C Ein,Eout

SetScale/I x,-960,960,Source,Ein

SetScale/I y,-960,960,Source,Ein

Source=Gauss(x,0,050,y,0,050)

Holo=(q>419 && q<1500)? Hologram[p][q-420]:128

Holo-=128

Holo/=128

Ein=Sqrt(Source)*Exp(Cmplx(0,pi*Holo))

FFT/Dest=Eout Ein

IO=MagSqr(Eout)

End

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

Function SetHSL(NI)

Variable NI
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NewDataFolder/O/S root:Holoeye

NewPath/O/Q/C SaveHere,"Macintosh HD:Users:ms1d14:Desktop:SLMimages"

Make/N=(400,400)/O Tg

Variable/G CP

String/G Name="",ltt="Sq" //sSq,Rtx,Kgm,Exa,2D,Sq,Tr

Variable ii,Set=NumberOfImages(NI)

for(ii=0;ii<Set;ii+=1)

Tg=0

Name=""

CP=ii

HoloeyeSoftwareLattice(ltt)

ImageSave/D=40/T="JPEG"/P=SaveHere/Q=1.00 Tg as Name

endfor

SetDataFolder root:

End

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

Function HoloeyeSoftwareLattice(ltt)

String ltt

Wave Tg

Variable GvsD=1

Variable sz=1*1

Variable w=0.06*10

Variable d=40

Variable r=50

Variable a=DefLatBasis(ltt)

Wave Basis

NVar CP

NVar/C v1,v2

SVar Name

d=2+CP

r=4*d

//Lattice definition

Variable ii,jj,kk,pp,qq

for(ii=-100;ii<=100;ii+=1)

for(jj=-100;jj<=100;jj+=1)

for(kk=0;kk<a;kk+=1)

pp=Real(ii*v1+jj*v2+Basis[kk])*d+200

qq=Imag(ii*v1+jj*v2+Basis[kk])*d+200

if((pp+w*sign(ii)-200)^2+(qq+w*sign(jj)-200)^2<r^2)
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if(GvsD==0)

Tg+=Gauss(x,pp,w,y,qq,w)

elseif(GvsD==1)

Tg+=(abs(pp-p)<sz && abs(qq-q)<sz)? 1:0

endif

endif

endfor

endfor

endfor

DoUpdate

if(GvsD==0)

Name="HS_Glat_"+ltt+"_d"+num2str(d)+"pxl"

elseif(GvsD==1)

Name="HS_Dlat_"+ltt+"_d"+num2str(d)+"pxl"

endif

End

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

Function ExactSolution(NI)

Variable NI

NewDataFolder/O/S root:Holography

Variable jj,ii,Set=NumberOfImages(NI)

NVar CP

Initio()

VariablesChoice()

Spring()

for(ii=0;ii<Set;ii+=1)

CP=ii

HoloDef()

Wave Hologram,Holo,Source,IntOut,Grating,Lens

for(jj=0;jj<2;jj+=3)

CropPhase(Hologram,Holo,jj)

Saving(Holo,jj)

endfor

endfor

SetDataFolder root:

End

//------------------------------------
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Function HoloDef()

Wave Hologram,Grating,Lens

Wave/C Ein

Duplicate/O/C Ein,auxC

auxC=0

SVar Name

Variable ii,jj,kk

Variable pp,qq,phi,phi0=pi/2

Variable k=3

Variable num

NVar CP

// POLYGONS

// num=8

// sprintf Name,"ES_poly_%02.f_k=%06.3f",num,k

// for(ii=0;ii<num;ii+=1)

// phi=phi0+2*pi/num*ii

// auxC+=exp(cmplx(0,k*(x*cos(phi)+y*sin(phi))))

// endfor

// auxC*=exp(cmplx(0,p*Grating[0]+q*Grating[1]))

// LATTICES

num=3

String ltt="Kgm"

Variable a=DefLatBasis(ltt)

Wave Basis

NVar/C v1,v2

k=2

sprintf Name,"ES_"+ltt+"_%02.f_k=%06.3f",num,k

for(ii=-100;ii<=100;ii+=1)

for(jj=-100;jj<=100;jj+=1)

for(kk=0;kk<a;kk+=1)

pp=Real(ii*v1+jj*v2+Basis[kk])*k

qq=Imag(ii*v1+jj*v2+Basis[kk])*k

if(pp^2+qq^2<(num*k)^2)

auxC+=exp(cmplx(0,pp*x+y*qq))

endif

endfor

endfor

endfor

Hologram=atan2(imag(auxC),real(auxC))

KillWaves auxC
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End

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

function SpatialLightModulator(NI)

Variable NI

Variable jj,ii,Set=NumberOfImages(NI)

Initio()

VariablesChoice()

NVar s,t1,a1,a2,Sym,CP

wave Hologram,Holo

Wave/C Ein

SVar Name

Spring()

autumn()

for(ii=0;ii<Set;ii+=1)

CP=ii

Name=""

Autumn()

Precession()

DiagonalShift()

for(jj=0;jj<2;jj+=1)

CropPhase(Hologram,Holo,jj)

Saving(Holo,jj)

endfor

endfor

SetDataFolder root:

TestPattern()

end

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

function Initio()

NewDataFolder/O/S root:Holography

Variable/G wl=0.8//um

Variable/G f=500//mm

Variable/G pxl=8//um/pxl

variable/G NIt=30,ItCount=0

Variable/G m=0.4,e=1,r=25

Variable/G CP=0

String/G Name=""
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String/G SavingFolder="Macintosh HD:Users:ms1d14:Desktop:SLMimages"

String/G SubFolder=""

Make/O/N=2 SLM=0,SLM2=0

SLM[0]=1920; SLM[1]=1080; SLM2=WaveMax(SLM)

SLM2=2048; SLM2*=2

make/O/N=(SLM2[0],SLM2[1]) Source,Target,Hologram,IntOut,auxW

make/O/N=(SLM2[0],SLM2[1])/C Ein,Eout,EoutNew,EinNew

make/O/N=(SLM[0],SLM[1]) Holo

Source=0

Target=0

Hologram=0

IntOut=0

Variable/G Dk=pxl/(wl*f)

Variable/G Dx=1/(Dk*SLM2[0])

SetScale/P x,-SLM2[0]*Dk/2,Dk,Source,Ein,EinNew,Hologram

SetScale/P y,-SLM2[1]*Dk/2,Dk,Source,Ein,EinNew,Hologram

SetScale/P x,-SLM2[0]*Dx/2,Dx,Target,IntOut,auxW,Eout,EoutNew

SetScale/P y,-SLM2[1]*Dx/2,Dx,Target,IntOut,auxW,Eout,EoutNew

make/O/N=10 SPar=0

make/O/N=69 TPar=0

make/N=2/O Lens,Grating

Lens[0]=0.5

Lens[1]=0.2

Grating[0]=0.408

Grating[1]=Grating[0]

end

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

Function NumberOfImages(NI)

Variable NI

variable Set=1

if(NI==1)

Prompt Set,"Number of image for the set"

DoPrompt "Holo Set Extention",Set

if(V_Flag==1)

abort

endif

endif

return Set

End
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//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

Function VariablesChoice()

variable/G s=0

variable/G t1=3

variable/G a1=0

Variable/G a2=1

variable/G sym=0

End

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

function Spring()

NVar s

wave Source,SPar,SLM2

Source=0

SPar[0]=0

SPar[1]=0

SPar[2]=5

SPar[3]=5

if(s==1)

variable xW=SPar[2],yW=Spar[3]

Prompt xW,"Enter the x width"

Prompt yW,"Enter the y width"

DoPrompt "Source dialog",xW,yW

SPar[0]=xW; SPar[1]=yW

endif

// Standard input

// Source=Gauss(x,SPar[0],SPar[2],y,SPar[1],SPar[3])

// Rega Fit

Variable w_x,w_y,cor

w_x=217.92

w_y=281.1

cor=-0.26836

w_x*=25/15*0.015//mm //I used a telescope made of 25cm and 15 cm to demagnified

w_y*=25/15*0.015//mm // on the QCam whose pize size is about 14-16um

Source=Exp(-1/(1-cor^2)*(((x-SPar[0])/w_x)^2+((y-SPar[1])/w_y)^2-2*cor*(x-SPar[0])*(y-SPar[1])/(w_y*w_x)))

WaveStats/Q Source

SPar[4]=V_sum

end
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//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

function Autumn()

NVar t1

wave SPar,target,TPar,SLM,SLM2

TPar=0

Target=0

TPar[0]=0

TPar[1]=0

SVar Name,SubFolder

if(t1==0)

Name="Vortex"

elseif(t1==1)

Name="V_AV"

elseif(t1==2 || t1==3)

Name="Lat"

elseif(t1==7)

Name="Dyad"

elseif(t1==8)

Name="Polygon"

endif

SubFolder=":"+Name

Execute/Q Name+"()"

WaveStats/Q Target

variable A=V_sum; Target*=(SPar[4]/A)

end

//----------------------------------------

function Vortex()

wave TPar,Target,SPar

TPar[2]=0.061

TPar[3]=TPar[2]

TPar[4]=0.5

// NVar CP

// TPar[4]=CP

Svar Name

Name+="_d="+num2str(TPar[4])

if(abs(mod(TPar[4],1))<=0.01)

Name+=".00"
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elseif(abs(mod(TPar[4]*10,1))<=0.01)

Name+="0"

endif

TPar[5]=TPar[0]-Tpar[4]/sqrt(12)

TPar[6]=TPar[1]-Tpar[4]/2

TPar[7]=TPar[0]-Tpar[4]/sqrt(12)

TPar[8]=TPar[1]+Tpar[4]/2

TPar[9]=TPar[0]+Tpar[4]/sqrt(3)

TPar[10]=TPar[1]

variable ii=5

Do

Target+=Gauss(x,TPar[ii],TPar[2]/sqrt(2),y,TPar[ii+1],TPar[3]/sqrt(2))

ii+=2

while(TPar[ii]!=0)

end

//----------------------------------------

function V_AV()

wave TPar,Target

TPar[2]=0.061; TPar[3]=TPar[2]; TPar[4]=12.5

NVar CP

Svar Name

Name+="_d="+num2str(TPar[4])

if(abs(mod(TPar[4],1))<=0.01)

Name+=".00"

elseif(abs(mod(TPar[4]*10,1))<=0.01)

Name+="0"

endif

TPar[5]=TPar[0]-Tpar[4]/4*sqrt(3)

TPar[6]=TPar[1]-Tpar[4]/4

TPar[7]=TPar[0]+Tpar[4]/4*sqrt(3)

TPar[8]=TPar[1]+Tpar[4]/4

TPar[9]=TPar[5]

TPar[10]=TPar[6]+Tpar[4]

TPar[9]=TPar[5]

TPar[10]=-sqrt(3)*(TPar[9]-1920)+1920

variable ii=5

Do

Target+=Gauss(x,TPar[ii],TPar[2]/sqrt(2),y,TPar[ii+1],TPar[3]/sqrt(2))

ii+=2
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while( Tpar[ii]!=0)

end

//----------------------------------------

Function Dyad()

wave TPar,Target

TPar[2]=0.061

TPar[3]=TPar[2]

TPar[4]=20

TPar[5]=1

// Set of image

NVar CP,Dx

TPar[4]=(160+trunc(CP/10)*2.5)*Dx

TPar[5]=1+mod(CP,10)/50

Svar Name

String auxName

Sprintf auxName,"%.3f",TPar[4]

Name+="_d"+auxName

Sprintf auxName,"%.2f",TPar[5]

Name+="IR"+auxName

Variable HV=1

TPar[6]=TPar[0]+Tpar[4]/2*(1-HV)

TPar[7]=TPar[1]+Tpar[4]/2*HV

TPar[8]=TPar[0]-Tpar[4]/2*(1-HV)

TPar[9]=TPar[1]-Tpar[4]/2*HV

Target=Gauss(x,TPar[6],TPar[2]/sqrt(2),y,TPar[7],TPar[3]/sqrt(2))+

+TPar[5]*Gauss(x,TPar[8],TPar[2]/sqrt(2),y,TPar[9],TPar[3]/sqrt(2))

End

//----------------------------------------

Function Polygon()

wave TPar,Target

TPar[2]=0.015

TPar[3]=TPar[2]

TPar[4]=12.5

TPar[5]=4

// Set of image-------------------

NVar CP

TPar[4]=0.12+0.005*trunc(CP/2)
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TPar[5]=6+2*mod(CP,2)

//-----------------------------------

TPar[6]=2*pi/TPar[5]

TPar[7]=2*TPar[4]*sin(TPar[6]/2)

TPar[8]=0

TPar[9]=2*pi/180*0

SVar Name

String auxName

Sprintf auxName,"%.3f",TPar[4]

Name+="_"+num2str(TPar[5])+"-"+num2str(TPar[8])+"d="+auxName

variable ii,Xc,Yc

for(ii=0;ii<TPar[5]+TPar[8];ii+=1)

if(ii<TPar[5])

Xc=TPar[0]+TPar[4]*cos(TPar[6]*ii+TPar[9])

Yc=TPar[1]+TPar[4]*sin(TPar[6]*ii+TPar[9])

elseif(ii==TPar[5]) //only if TPar[8]=1=>spot in the middle

Xc=TPar[0]

Yc=TPar[1]

endif

Redimension/N=(TPar[5]+TPar[8]) AR

Target+=AR[ii]*Gauss(x,Xc,TPar[2]/sqrt(2),y,Yc,TPar[3]/sqrt(2))

endfor

End

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

Function Lat()

wave TPar,Target

SVar Name

NVar t1,CP

t1=2+trunc(CP/25)

TPar[2]=0.06*1

TPar[3]=TPar[2]

TPar[4]=0.404*3

TPar[5]=2//radius of the image

String auxName="",ltt="Kgm"

switch(t1)

case 2:

Name+="_G_"+ltt

break

case 3:
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Name+="_D_"+ltt

break

default:

abort

endswitch

Sprintf auxName,"%.4f",TPar[4]; Name+="_d"+auxName

Sprintf auxName,"%02.1f",TPar[5]; Name+="_r"+auxName

Variable a=DefLatBasis(ltt)

Wave Basis

NVar/C v1,v2

Variable ii,jj,kk,x0,y0

for(ii=-100;ii<=100;ii+=1)

for(jj=-100;jj<=100;jj+=1)

for(kk=0;kk<a;kk+=1)

x0=Real(ii*v1+jj*v2+Basis[kk])*TPar[4]+TPar[0]

y0=Imag(ii*v1+jj*v2+Basis[kk])*TPar[4]+TPar[1]

if((x0+TPar[2]-TPar[0])^2+(y0+TPar[3]-TPar[1])^2<TPar[5]^2)

if(t1==2)

Target+=Gauss(x,x0,TPar[2]/sqrt(2),y,y0,TPar[3]/sqrt(2))

elseif(t1==3)

Variable pp,qq,sz=10

pp=(x0-DimOffSet(Target,0))/DimDelta(Target,0)

pp=(pp-trunc(pp)<0.5)? trunc(pp):trunc(pp)+1

qq=(y0-DimOffSet(Target,1))/DimDelta(Target,1)

qq=(qq-trunc(qq)<0.5)? trunc(qq):trunc(qq)+1

Target+=(abs(pp-p)<sz && abs(qq-q)<sz)? 1:0

endif

endif

endfor

endfor

endfor

End

//----------------------------------------

function DefLatBasis(input)

String input

Variable a

Variable/C/G v1,v2

make/N=(10)/O/C Basis=0

if(cmpstr(input,"Tr")==0)
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a=1

v1=cmplx(1,0)

v2=cmplx(1/2,sqrt(3)/2)

elseif(cmpstr(input,"Sq")==0)

a=1

v1=cmplx(1,0)

v2=cmplx(0,1)

Basis[0]=0

elseif(cmpstr(input,"2D")==0)

Variable phi=pi/4

Variable l=1

a=1

v1=cmplx(1,0)

v2=l*cmplx(cos(phi),sin(phi))

Basis[0]=0

elseif(cmpstr(input,"Exa")==0)

a=2

v1=cmplx(1,0)

v2=cmplx(1/2,sqrt(3)/2)

Basis[0]=0

Basis[1]=cmplx(0,0.5)

elseif(cmpstr(input,"Kgm")==0)

a=3

v1=cmplx(1,0)

v2=cmplx(1/2,sqrt(3)/2)

Basis[0]=0

Basis[1]=0.5*cmplx(1,0)

Basis[2]=0.5*cmplx(1/2,sqrt(3)/2)

elseif(cmpstr(input,"Rtx")==0) //Rhombitrihexagonal

a=6

v1=cmplx(0,1)

v2=cmplx(sqrt(3)/2,1/2)

Basis[0]=sqrt(3)/2/(1+sqrt(3))*cmplx(1,1/sqrt(3))

Basis[1]=Basis[0]+cmplx(0,1)/(1+sqrt(3))

Basis[2]=Basis[0]+cmplx(sqrt(3)/2,1/2)/(1+sqrt(3))

Basis[3]=Basis[1]+Cmplx(1/2,sqrt(3)/2)/(1+sqrt(3))

Basis[4]=Basis[2]+Cmplx(1/2,sqrt(3)/2)/(1+sqrt(3))

Basis[5]=Basis[4]+cmplx(0,1)/(1+sqrt(3))

elseif(cmpstr(input,"sSq")==0)

a=4

v1=cmplx(cos(pi/12),sin(pi/12))
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v2=cmplx(-sin(pi/12),cos(pi/12))

Basis[0]=cmplx(cos(pi/12),sin(pi/12))

Basis[1]=Basis[0]+cmplx(cos(pi/12),-sin(pi/12))

Basis[2]=Basis[0]+cmplx(-sin(pi/12),-cos(pi/12))

Basis[3]=Basis[2]+cmplx(cos(pi/12),-sin(pi/12))

else

DoAlert 0,"Wrong lattice definition"

Abort

endif

Redimension/N=(a) Basis

return a

end

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

function Precession()

NVar a1,a2,sym

wave hologram,SLM2,Source,IntOut,Target,SPar,TPar,Grating,Lens,auxW

Wave/C Ein,Eout,EoutNew,EinNew

NVar NIt,ItCount

SVar Name

hologram=mod((x^2*Lens[0]/2+y^2*(1-Lens[0])/2)/Lens[1],2*pi)

Ein=sqrt(Source)*exp(cmplx(0,hologram))

for(ItCount=0;ItCount<NIt;ItCount+=1)

FFT/Dest=Eout Ein

IntOut=magsqr(Eout)

variable IInt

if(a2==0)

EoutNew=sqrt(target)*exp(cmplx(0,atan2(Imag(Eout),Real(Eout))))

WaveStats/Q IntOut

IInt=V_sum

Eout/=sqrt(IInt/SPar[4])

elseif(a2==1)

auxW=(((x-TPar[0])/r)^2+((y-TPar[1])/(e*r))^2<1)? (m*IntOut):((1-m)*IntOut)

WaveStats/Q auxW

IInt=V_sum

IntOut/=IInt/SPar[4]

EoutNew=(((x-TPar[0])/r)^2+((y-TPar[1])/(e*r))^2<1)? (m*sqrt(target)):(1-m)*sqrt(IntOut)

EoutNew*=exp(cmplx(0,atan2(imag(Eout),real(Eout))))

endif

IFFT/C/Dest=EinNew EoutNew
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Ein=sqrt(Source)*exp(cmplx(0,atan2(Imag(EinNew),Real(EinNew))))

endfor

Name+=num2str(m)

end

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

Function DiagonalShift()

Wave/C Ein,Eout

Wave Grating,IntOut,Hologram,SPar

hologram=atan2(Imag(Ein),Real(Ein))/pi

end

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

function CropPhase(old,new,T)

wave old,new

Variable T

wave SLM2,SLM

if(T==1)

MatrixTranspose old

endif

Variable Xos,yOS

Xos=SLM2[0]/2-SLM[0]/2

Yos=SLM2[1]/2-SLM[1]/2

new[][]=old[p+Xos][q+Yos]

end

//<==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==><==>

function Saving(wave2d,T)

wave wave2d

Variable T

wave TPar

NVar CP

SVar SavingFolder,Name,SubFolder

String aux1,auxName=Name,SvFldr

Variable ii

if(T==1)

SvFldr=SavingFolder+SubFolder+"_T"

else
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SvFldr=SavingFolder+SubFolder+"_N"

endif

NewPath/O/Q/C SaveHere,SvFldr

ImageSave/O/D=40/T="PNG"/P=SaveHere Wave2d as Name+".png"

Name=auxName

end
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